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SUMMARY 

This report presents the P-wave seismogram$ recorded at four 
medium-aperture arrays from 62 underground explosions fired at the test 
site at Shagan River, USSR. Four types of seismogram are illustrated for 
each explosion: the short-period (SP) , the SP seismogkam with additional 
attenuation equivalent to a t* (ratio of travel time to specific quality 
factor, Q) of 0.2 S, a broad-band (BB) seismogram and a BB seismogram 
corrected for anelastic attenuation using a t* of 0.15 S. The 
attenuation-corrected seismogram is used to investigate the nature of the 
P-pulse radiated from the source. 

From each recording of an explosion, measuremdnts are made of the 
body-wave magnitude, the P-pulse rise time, the P-pul e duration and the 
P-pulse area. From the pulse area an estimate is ma i e of the long-term 
level of the reduced displacement potential, +,, which should be directly 
related to the yield of the explosion. The measurements made are used to 
obtain least-squares estimates of network values and station effects. 
Estimates are given of the time between the direct P arrival and the 
free-surface reflection pp, although identification of the latter is not 
always straightforward. 

Rise times measured on the BB seismogrqms corrected for I 

attenuation are estimates of the rise time of the sourbe function. Using 
the estimates of 4, as a measure of yield, the rise tiwes of Shagan River 
explosions are roughly proportional to the fourteenth root of the yield. 
The pulse durations show a similar scaling with yield, but also depend on 

l 
in which of the two regions of the test site the explo$ion was fired (the 
test site being readily divided into two parts on variations in the I 

observed waveforms). The measured pp-P times also see to depend on the t region of firing, suggesting a possible difference in epth or overburden 
wave-speed between explosions in the two parts of the test site. 

The seismograms from one of the disturbances are unusual and can 
be explained as resulting from two explosions separated by about 5% km and 
detonated simultaneously. 

l 

There is one earthquake recorded at teleseismic distances known I 
to have occurred close to the test site. The array recordings of this, 
processed in the same manner as the explosions, are predented to provide a 
comparison with the explosion recordings. 

INTRODUCTION 

This report presents short-period ( SP ) and broad-band (BB) 
seismograms from 62 underground explosions at the Shagah River test site, 
USSR for four array stations: Eskdalemuir (EKA) Scoqland, Yellowknif e 
( YKA) Canada, ~auribidanur ( GBA) India and Warramunga (m) ~ustralia . 
The locations of the arrays are given in table 1 and are shown in figure 1 
on an azimuthal great-circle map centred on the Shagan River test site. 



The distances and azimuths of the stations from the test site are given in 
table 1. All the stations are within the 30 to 90' distance range which 
Thirlaway (1) calls the "source window11 as it is the ran d e where the 
effects of the transmission path on the signal are smallest And so it is 
possible to obtain the most information on the source function!. Note also 
that the stations are roughly evenly distributed in azimuth abput the test 
site. 

The explosions used are those listed by Marshal1 et a1 (2). 
Their epicentres are given in table 2 and displayed on a map kn figure 2. 
The epicentres were obtained by the method of Joint Epicentre 
Determination (3) using the P-wave arrival times published by the 
International Seismological Centre (ISC). The relocations are relative to 
the known location (from satellite data (4)) of the 15 January 1965 
cratering explosion. 

Various estimates of SP body-wave magnitude, mb, are presented 
and the estimates are compared with each other and1 with the 
maximum-likelihood magnitude ( mbm) ( Lilwall , unpublishdd results ) 
estimated using the method of Marshal1 et a1 (5) from the observations 
given in the bulletin of the ISC. The mbm estimates shoula be a more 
consistent measure of magnitude than the standard ISC mb becguse station 
corrections are applied and allowance is made for the detectioh thresholds 
of the stations. 

Also investigated is the effect on magnitude of the differences 
in attenuation in the upper mantle beneath the Shagan River test site and 
the Nevada test site (NTS). This is done by filtering 
using the attenuation operator of Carpenter (6) with a t* 
the ratio of travel time to specific quality factor, being 
0.2 s greater for paths out of NTS compared to those of E 

The BB seismograms are not direct recordings but ar$ derived by 
processing the recorded SP data, Two forms of BB seismogram are 
presented, one is an estimate of ground displacement at the station and 
the other is this estimate corrected for the effects of attenuation on the 
path between the test site and the array. The BB seismogralns corrected 
for attenuation are referred to as the deconvolved seismograms~. Following 
Lyrnan et a1 (8) the deconvolved seismograms are used td study the 
properties of the explosion source. 

The main body of this report includes a description of the data 
used and the processing methods, and a discussion of the results. Appendix 
A contains the seismograms and appendix B contains tables o additional 
data from the seismograms not discussed in the main text. Appe f dix C shows 
the SP and BB seismograms of the 20 March 1976 earthquake which occurred 
near the test site. These seismograms allow a comparison to be made 
between the seismograms from the explosions and an earthquakd located in 
the same region. 

2. THE RECORDED SEISMOGRAMS 

Most of the original data used in this report 
recordings. Figure 3 shows the layouts of the arrays, all 
vertical-component Willmore SP seismometers in two roughly 
lines and their outputs are recorded on analogue or digital 



The sampling rate for both digitally recorded data and digitised analogue 
data is 20 samples per second. The frequency response of the SP recording 
system of one array is shown in figure 4. The actudl responses of the 
arrays differ slightly at high frequencies from the response shown but 
such differences, and anyvariations in the system gain, are known and have 
been taken account of in the data processing. Full details of the array 
station are given in Mowat and Burch (9). 

Table 3 shows what recorded data are available. For some of the 
explosions, array records are not available because the signal amplitude 
was so large the system overloaded. This is particqlarly true for YKA 
which has a lower noise level and thus is run at a higder sensitivity than 
the other stations. However, there is a velocity broad-band (VBB) 
instrument at YKA, operating at a lower gain than the SP array, and where 
possible the VBB is used when the SP channels are overloaded. The VBB 
seismograph has an amplitude response proportional to velocity in the 
range 0.1 to 5.0 Hz. There has also been, on occaslion, a low-gain SP 
channel operating at the arrays. If available, this S used in place of 
the array recordings when these are overloaded even th f ugh the sensitivity 
of the low-gain SP channel is not known with enough bonf idence to allow 
amplitude measurements to be made. Absence of data caq be due to a number 
of factors, such as: a lost or damaged magnetic tapel, a failure in the 
time code, a failure in the recording system or erasure of the tape. One 
explosion, on 16 ~pril 1974, was too small for its signal to be seen at 
EKA. 

PROCESSING OF THE DATA 

The seismograms are shown in appendix A, figuzes A1 to A176, each 
figure showing the SP and BB seismograms of one explosion recorded at one 
array. An index to these figures is provided in table 3. Seismogram (a) 
is the SP seismogram. Usually this is the array sum but if array 
recordings are not available, a directly recorded lgw-gain SP or a SP 
seismogram derived from a VBB channel (seismogram (e) ) is used. Seismogram 
(b) is the same as (a) but filtered, using Carpenter's Q operator (6), for 
a t* of 0.2 S. Seismogram (c) is the BB version of seismogram (a). This 
is obtained by multiplying the spectrum of the signal by l a(w) l/b(w) where 
a(w) and b(w) are the responses of the BB and SP inst$uments respectively 
at frequency W. The amplitude response of the BB inbtrument is flat to 
displacement from 0.1 to 10 KZ. By using la(w) l rather than a(w) all 
phase shifts due to the recording system are removed and so the system 
should have a minimal effect on pulse shapes (10). (In practice, the 
phase shifts only have a significant effect on pulse shape at the long 
periods - for short-duration explosion-generated pulses removing the BB 
phase shifts has a negligible effect. ) In addition to the instrument 
conversion, each seismogram has been filtered using a single-channel 
Wiener filter (11) designed on the noise preceding the signal. A noise 
sample of 60 S duration is normally used although this sometimes has to be 
reduced when insufficient pre-signal noise is included in the edited file: 
the duration of the shortest noise sample used is about 25 S. The 
resulting BB seismogram gives, it is hoped, a relialjle estimate of the 
true ground displacement at the recording station. 



Seismogram (d) is the deconvolved seismogram derived in the same 
way as seismogram (c) except that an additional filter is i cluded that 
corrects for, or "puts backl1, a path attenuation of t* = 0715 S. The 
value of 0.15 s is chosen to be consistent with estimates of the minimum 
attenuation for transmission paths from Central Asia to the four arrays 
(12) 

4. ANALYSES AND RESULTS 

In this section various observations made from the seismograms 
are described. The analyses carried out on these observatio$s are also 
describedt. It is assumed that the observations can be expressed, either 
directly or by taking logs, as the sum of a source effect, a station 
effect and an error. The effects are estimated in the pres$nce of the 
error by least squares using the method of Douglas (13). The qource terms 
are referred to as network effects and the station terms as station 
effects. 

4.1 SP seismoqrams 

For both the original and attenuated SP seismodrams three 
different measurements of amplitude (A) are taken and two of i period (T) 
(figure 5(a)). The amplitudes measured are A,,, the height of the first 
peak; A b1 first peak to first trough; and Abc, the maximum deak-to-peak 
amplitu$e in the first few cycles - normally from the first trough to 
second peak. The periods measured are TOXI the time from oyset to the 
second crossing of the base-line, and Tb,, twice the time between the 
trough and peak used to define the Abc amplitude. Log(A/T) (where A is 
the amplitude in nanometres corrected for the response of the instrument 
at period T) was calculated in three ways:- 

If the b-c swing has an inflection (eg, see figure h87(a)) the 
period To is used in place of Tbc All the measurements of amplitude, 
period an$ log(A/T) are given in table 81. 

A body-wave magnitude mb at each array is given by, 
l 

where B(A) (table 4(b)) is the Gutenberg-Richter (14) distance-correction 
factor. The magnitude estimates are given in table 4(a). 

t The YKA recording of the 28 October 1979 Shagan River extlosion was 
discovered and processed at a late stage during the preparation of this 
report. The measurements made from these seismograms (shorn in figure 
Alll.l) are not included in the least-squares analyses described here, 
although they are given in tables 4 to 8 and B2 to B9. 



As only one seismogram has been lost due to gignals being below 
station detection thresholds, there is no beneflit in using the 
maxim-likelihood method to calculate magnitudes . Therefore, the network 
magnitude is calculated using the array magnitudes for those explosions 
recorded at two or more arrays. The station effects (table 4(b)) are then 
used to determine network magnitudes for the explosions recorded at only 
one station. The network magnitudes are listed in table 4(a). The 
Itnetwork biastf is the mean of the differences between the network 
magnitudes and the magnitudes published by Marshal1 et a1 (2). The value 
obtained (+ 0.12 magnitude units) can be used to calculate a station bias 
for each array, a term that can be subtracted from that station's 
magnitude for a Shagan River explosion to give an unbiased estimate of mb. 
The station biases are given in table 4(b). 

Magnitude estimates made using the other log l (A/T) measurements 
and those made on the attenuated SP records are discuss$d in section 5(a). 

4.2 BB seismoqrams 

The rise time, duration and area of each initial P pulse, 
measured from the deconvolved seismograms, is given in tables 5 to 7. The 
manner in which such measurements are made is illustrated in figure 5.1. 

The pulse rise time, T ,  is a measure of the steepness of the 
leading edge of the pulse and is defined as the pebk pulse amplitude 
divided by the maximum gradient on the leading edge (15). The network 
rise times and station effects are given in table 5. 

Pulse duration, TD, is initially taken as the Fine from the pulse 
onset to the time when the signal returns to the same a#plitude level. On 
the rare occasions where the pulse does not return fully (eg, figure 
A35 (d) ) , the time to its apparent end is taken. Sometimes, however, there 
appear to be two pulses arriving close together (eg, figure A19(d) ) . Why 
these double pulses are seen is not clear but if it is assumed that the 
first pulse represents the explosion P-wave that is to, be measured, then 
the presence of the second pulse (possibly from tectopic release) would 
lead to an overestimate of the pulse duration and of th$ pulse area . For 
the double pulses a revised pulse duration is taken as he time from onset 
to the point where the interfering pulse apparently arr 1 ves (figure 5(c)). 
This value will be a slight underestimate of the actubl duration of the 
first pulse. The network durations and station effects are given in table 
6. If a revised pulse duration is used, it is flagged in table 6 and the 
initial estimate of pulse duration is given in table B2. 

The area under the pulse is measured (see figure 5(b)) by 
integrating the pulse from its onset for its duration TD. For double 
pulses this method should, it is hoped, produce a reasonable estimate of 
the area of the first pulse (see figure 5(c) ) . The pulse area after 
correction for the loss of amplitude due to geometrical spreading (16) and 
for amplification at the free surface at the recording $tation (assumed to 
be a factor of 2) provides an estimate of Q,, the long,-term level of the 
reduced displacement potential, in cubic metres. Table 7 gives log 4, 
with any revised values flagged (the original estima%es of log Q, are 
given in table B3). Network values for log $, and station effects are 
also given in table 7. The results in table 7 are repeated in table B4 
where the estimates of Q,, not their logarithms, are given. 



for  magnitudes, t o  the logarithms of the estimates of Q,. ~ 
It is interesting t o  compare the various s tat ion 

station. For EKA and YKA the effects  are similar for  Q,, 
time and duration the observations a t  YKA are shorter than 
relat ively large magnitudes measured a t  YKA are thus 
attenuation on the Shagan River - YKA 
other hand, the ef fec ts  are close t o  the mean for  r i s e  
but below average for  Q,. The small magnitudes 

wave front i n  the receiver region. 

probably not due t o  anelastic attenuation but t o  some property of the path 
tha t  simply reduces the amplitude, such as focussing or defocubsing of the 

The resul t s  discussed above are measured on the deconvolved 
seismogram and so it is hoped should be estimates of source properties. 
The duration of the P pulse may however be affected by in te r  erence from 
the free-surface reflection pp. The pp-P time should be measu able on the 
seismograms but the identification of pP is not always straigh I forward and 
some of the estimated times may therefore be i n  error.   he estimated 
delay times of the apparent pP are given i n  table 8; because o the doubts 
on the r e l i a b i l i t y  of these, no attempt was t o  estimate n 4 twork delay 
times, and hence the depths of the explosions, In many of the 
(eg, figure A43(d)) the apparent pP is seen, as  expected, 
negative pulse following immediately a f t e r  P. The delay time 

seismograms 
as  a large 
is taken as  

the time between the peaks of the P and pP pulses since the , pP onset is  
seldom clear.  Sometimes, however, (eg, figure A20(d)), there ppear t o  be B two negative pulses following P which could be interpreted as the 
overshoot of P followed by pP (the delay times of the peaks of both pulses 
are included i n  table 8 ) .  In some examples the record seem t o  have no 
negative pulses a f t e r  P (eg, figure A94(d)) or t o  have one W ich is most 
probably the overshoot of P (eg, figure A106(d) ) and for  son of the WRA 

time) and of the wrong polarity t o  be pp. 

I 
records (eg, figure A83(d)) the second arr ival  is  too l a t e  ( ~ >  1 S delay 

l 



DISCUSSION 

Masnitudes 

Figure 6 shows ~O~(A/T)~, and log(A/T) plotted against 
log(A/T) for all the measurements made on the oriayal SP seismograms. 
Both show a clear linear relationship and qeast-squares lines 
through the data have slopes that are not significantly different at the 
5 %  level from unity. The lines drawn in figure 6 are the least-squares 
fits with the slope constrained to unity and have intercepts at 0.41 and 
0.15 for log(A/T) and log(A/T) respectively - I these values are 
therefore the corre%ions that shoulybe added to normakise the magnitudes 
to those measured using the peak-to-peak amplitude. Tables B5 
and B6 contain estimates of mb determined at each stati~on using the oa and 
ab amplitudes and the network magnitudes and station epfects. Notes that 
the scatter in figure 6 is less for the ab amplitude$ than for the oa, 
which indicates that ~o~(A/T),~ may be the more @table measurement. 
However, the variances of the network-magnitude dete~rminat ions are not 
significantly different at the 5% level from that obtained for the 
peak-to-peak amplitude data. A comparison of the thlree magnitudes with 
mbML also shows no significant differences . 

The peak-to-peak amplitudes on the attenuated SP seismograms are 
treated in the same manner as the original recdrdings. That is, 
magnitudes are determined for each station and estimates made of network 
and station effects (table B7). A similar procedure is carried out, after 
applying the corrections determined above, with the oa and ab amplitudes 
and the results are given in tables B8 and B9 respectivbly. 

Figure 7 shows ~mb, the difference between: the estimates of 
network magnitude ( peak-to-peak amplitude data) made f qom the original and 
attenuated seismograms for each explosion, as a function of the 
array-network m and so is a plot of the magnitude bias due to the 
attenuation. T k e mean value of this bias is 0.348 * 0.041 (sample 
standard deviation). A least-squares line through the data (excluding the 
two explosions at low m and those explosions for which only one recording 
is available) shows a $crease in the bias with increasing mb (figure 7). 
This relationship is, 

and predicts a bias of 0.37 at mb 5.0 and 0.32 at mb 6.5. 

Figure 8 shows ~m~ against mb for the oa and ab amplitude data. 
The results are very similar to those in figure 7 and show that the 
magnitude bias does not depend on how the magnitude is measured. 

The variation of the bias with magnitude seen in figures 7 and 8 
arises because magnitude bias is f requency-dependent . The corner 
frequency of the P waves from small-magnitude explosions is higher than 
for larger explosions and thus the effects of attenuation are more 
pronounced (17). This makes comparison with other estimates of the 
NTS-Shagan River bias difficult. A bias of 0.3 units is an estimate which 
is often quoted (7) and the slightly higher estimate obtained here could 
well be due to the arraysl better high-frequency response compared to 
other SP seismographs such as the World Wide Standard Seismograph Network 
(WWSSN). Murphy and Tzeng (18) estimate the magnitudb bias by comparing 



signals recorded near NTS and Semipalatinsk from Aleutian Island's 
earthquakes. These earthquakes are of similar magnitude to the explosions 
considered here but were presumably of lower dominant frequency than 
observed for explosions. Murphy and Tzeng ( 18 ) estimate the magnitude 
bias as 0.24 +. 0.06 magnitude units and at* to be 0.174 * 0.042. Priestley 
et a1 (19) also compare the amplitudes of teleseismic signals recorded 
near the two test sites, but on seismographs with an extended 
high-frequency response and they estimate the bias to be 0.34 magnitude 
units. 

5.2 Source size estimators 

All the estimates made here that depend on source size, plus some 
estimates from other researchers are given in table 9. Three estimates of 
mb from a global network (ISC data) are given: the mean epdrted by the 

M€ ISC, the value calculated by Marshal1 et a1 (2) and mb . The network 
estimates of mb calculated here are also listed. 

The network estimates of pulse rise time, pulse duration and log 
4, from the deconvolved BB records are given in table 9 together with 
estimates of seismic moment, MO (20), calculated from 4, using 

where p and U are respectively the density and the P-wave speed of the 
source material. Moment estimates for sources in granite (U = 5.0 km/s, 
p = 2.7 g/cc) and in a competent sediment (U = 4.2 km/, p = 2.4 g/cc) are 
given. 

Table 9 includes two estimates of seismic moment for some of the 
explosions made by other researchers using surface-wave data, one from 
Sierra Geophysics (private communication) derived from the isotropic 
component of the source radiation in a constrained moment-tensor inversion 
and the other from Stevens (21) who calculates moments from the 
Rayleigh-wave spectra after an inversion for path effects. 

A comparison of these estimates of source size should be made 
relative to the yields of the eglosions but no yield data are available 
so following Lyman et a1 (8) mb is assumed to be a reliable estimate of 
log W, W being the yield in kilotons. 

To allow the accuracy of the various estimates of source size to 
be compared, a measure of the scatter of the points about a b$st-fit line 
is needed. The standard deviation (a )  of the residua S about the line is 

Mk used here but converted to the equivalent range in mb (oe). 

Figure 9 shows the network m plotted against mbm, The plot 
agrees well with the results presented f n section 4.1 in which the network 
magnitudes are compared with those of Marshall et a1 (2): the array 
network is biased by, on average, + 0.12 magnitude units compbred to the 
worldwide network. Examination of figure 9 indicates that the bias 
decreases slightly with increasing magnitude. A best least-siquares line 
through the data (assuming no errors in mbm) gives l 

where the uncertainties are 95% confidence limits. 



Figure 10 shows plots of the network rise time, r, and duration, 
TD, as functions of mbm with the best least-squares lilies of; 

and TD = 0.12 (t 0.039) mbm - 0.10 (t 0.23), U, = 0.61. 

The scatter of these data is much larger than that of the body-wave 
magnitude and thus the rise times and durations do not ippear to be useful 
for yield estimation. 

Figure l1 shows the network log Q, plotted against mbm. The 
best least-squares line through this data is 

The errors in the fit are similar to those for the netlwork magnitude and 
thus $, as estimated here does seem to show promise $S an indicator of 
yield. From theoretical considerations it is expected to be proportional 
to log W and it is assumed to be so for the discussion below. 

In figure 12, the values of MO calculated flfom the network Q, 
estimates are compared with the surface-wave M estimates; the source 
material is assumed to be granite. The bogy-wave moments are in 
remarkably good agreement with both the Sierra Geophysids and Stevens (21) 
moments, agreement being within a factor of 2 fot almost all the 
explosions. Body-wave and surface-wave moments do no$ usually agree so 
well; for example the Lyman et a1 (8) estimates of Q, for NTS explosions 
give, on average, seismic moments a factor of 10 less than those of 
Stevens (21 ) (Douglas, private communication) . 

The duration and rise time of a seismic pulse $hould be inversely 
proportional to the corner frequency of the source. Thus the sesults 
should allow the scaling of the corner frequency, of Shagan River 
explosions to be estimated. Figure 13 shows the netwodk estimates of log 
T and log T plotted against log Q, (= log W), ~lthoudh there is a large 
scatter in b e  data, both r and TD do appear to increase with source size. 
Least-squares lines fitted to the data (assuming errors in both axes (22)) 
gives relationships of 

log T = 0.071 (t 0.012) log Q, - 0.963 ( *  0.077) 

and log TD = 0.094 (t 0.012) log Q, - 0.581 (t 0.0715) 
where the uncertainties represent one standard ddviation, and the 
estimates of data error are taken from the least-squates analyses given 
earlier (tables 5 to 7). Thus the source corner frgquency for Shagan 
River explosions scales, at the most, as w-'/'o. This is much less than 
the w''13 scaling predicted by most source models (and $een by Lyman et a1 
(8) in the rise times of NTS explosions) and the w-'/"aling produced by 
a source dependence combined with the effects d f scaled depth of 
burial and assumed by Bache et a1 (23) in an analysis of the spectra of 
Shagan River explosions. 



Division of the test site 

Marshal1 et a1 (2) and Bache et a1 (23) demonstrate that the 
Shagan River test site can be divided into a north-east (NE) and 
south-west (SW) region as illustrated in figure 2 on the complexity of the 
SP waveforms recorded at the arrays. The variation in waveforms is 
discussed in the next section. The discussion below investigates whether 
the division can be seen in any of the measured parameters. 

Network magnitudes and station effects estimated for each region 
of the test site shows no significant difference between the two sets of 
station effects. Similarly, no differences can be discerned in station 
effects for g,, pulse rise times or pulse durations. Therefore there 
appear to be no significant differences in the transmission paths from the 
two halves of the test site. When the source size estimates are examined 
relative to g, there is no difference between the regions for magnitude or 
rise times. However, there is a significant difference in the pulse 
durations . 

Figure 14 repeats the plot of figure 13(b), ie, log TD against 
log g,, except that explosions in each region of the test site are 
identified. The two data sets do seem to separate and the best 
least-squares (no errors in log g,) lines through them are, 

NE: log TD = 0.118 (*  0.038) log 4, - 0.633 ( *  0.138) 

SW: log TD 3: 0.110 ( *  0.044) log g, - 0.666 ( *  0.170) 

These lines are not significantly different (at the 5% level) in their 
slopes, but are significantly different (at the 1% level) in their 
intercepts. Thus the P pulses from explosions in the SW region of the 
test site are apparently of shorter duration than those from sources of 
the same size in the NE. It is significant that no such difference is 
evident in the pulse rise times. Both are measures of source duration and 
would be expected to vary together if the observed difference was due to 
the response of the source medium. Since they do not vary together, the 
results suggest that the apparent differences in pulse duration in the two 
parts of the test site is in fact due to differences in pp-P times, with 
the longer times in the NE presumably due to either a greater depth of 
burial or slower uphole P-wave speeds than in the SW. 

The estimates of the pP delay time made from the deconvolved 
seismograms support the above hypothesis. Figure 15 shows, for each 
array, the estimates of delay time plotted as a function of m 
times are given in table 9, the later one is used - the ear ier (if one two is 
assumed to be for the overshoot of P). A separation can be seen similar 
to that seen for the pulse-durations in that the pP delay times seem to be 
larger for explosions in the NE than for those in the SW. There are some 
obvious exceptions to this, the longest pP delay times at YKA are from 
large SW explosions. Also the data from WRA shows no clear separation but 
this may be related to the difficulties in identifying pP discussed in 
section 4.2. 



6. DISCUSSION OF SEISMOGRAMS 

The seismograms shown in appendix A contain much of interest that 
will be used in the preparation of future publicationq. Two points are, 
however, discussed here, the waveform differences between the two regions 
of the test site and the anomalous waveforms observed from the seismic 
disturbance on 7 December 1976. 

6.1 Division of the test site 

Marshal1 et alls (2) division of the test si8e into two regions 
is illustrated in figure 16 which shows the SP wavdforms at the four 
arrays from some NE and SW Shagan River explosions of Various magnitudes. 
Examination of all the SP records (appendix A) confirms that these records 
are typical of their respective portions of the test site. In general, 
explosions in NE Shagan produce seismograms that are more complex than 
seen from those in SW Shagan at a particular station. Marshal1 et a1 (2) 
suggest that the differences in shape are due to a sybtematic difference 
in the corner frequencies of the explosions in the twd parts of the test 
site. This is consistent with the pulse-duration relsults discussed in 
section 5.3, but not with those for pulse rise time. khus the difference 
in shape is probably not a source corner-frequency effect but may be 
related to source depth. The deconvolved seismograms support this 
hypothesis. 

Figure 17 shows the deconvolved BB versions of the SP seismograms 
shown in figure 16. There are two clear differences petween the sets of 
waveforms that are common to all but one of the stations. First, the 
negative pulse (presumably pp) following immediately after the first 
positive pulse seems to be of larger amplitude, but s$orter duration for 
the SW than the NE explosions: WRA is the exception. The second 
difference (Marshal1 et alls (2) complexity differencel) is that at three 
of the stations, the signals from the NE explosions exhibit a coda of one 
or two cycles of energy with a longer period than the P pulse. This coda 
energy is much smaller, if present, in the signals from the SW explosions. 
WRA is again the exception: it does show more coda en$rgy in the signals 
from the explosions in the NE but this is at periods very similar to that 
of the P pulse. However, the interpretation of the recbrds at WRA is made 
difficult by the expected arrival of PcP a few seconds after P. Finally, 
it should be noted that the waveform differences betwe$n the stations for 
either NE or SW explosions are as large as the differences between the two 
areas at any one station. 

6.2 The seismic disturbance of 7 December 1976 

The GBA seismograms from the 7 December 19761 disturbance in SW 
Shagan do not show waveforms typical of explosions ip that part of the 
test site. The EKA seismograms, however, do show typical waveforms. This 
is illustrated in figures 18 and 19 which show, respeqtively, the SP and 
deconvolved seismograms at GBA and EKA frob the anomalous 
(7 December 1976) disturbance compared to those from a nearby explosion 
(29 June 1980) of comparable size. No records are aqailable for YKA or 
WRA for the 7 December 1976 disturbance. The GBA SP $eismogram from the 
anomalous disturbance has an unusual emergent P-wave onset (which is why 
this disturbance plots away from the main cluster of data points in 
figures 6(a) and 6(b)) and the deconvolved seismogram shows two positive 
pulses followed by a negative pulse, whereas that of the 29 June 1980 



explosion shows a single positive pulse followed by a negative; the 
negative pulse for the 29 June 1980 explosion being of shorter duration 
that that of the anomalous disturbance. The form of the anomalous 
seismograms suggests that the 7 December 1976 disturbance was in fact a 
double explosion - the seismograms are very similar to those cecorded from 
what Stewart and Marshal1 (24) interpret as a double explosion at Novaya 
Zemlya . 

To investigate the possibility that the 7 December 1976 
disturbance was a double explosion the deconvolved waveform at GBA from 
the 29 June 1980 explosion is used to try and simulate that from the 
anomalous disturbance. Figure 20 shows the waveform added to itself for a 
range of time shifts, the earlier arrival having an amplitude 0.3 times 
that of the later: the value of 0.3 is the measured relative amplitude of 
the two positive pulses in the deconvolved GBA record of the 
7 December 1976 disturbance. At a relative time shift of 0.4 to 0.45 s 
there is a remarkable similarity between the model and the anomalous 
waveform, not only in the initial double pulse but also in the broadening 
and asymmetry of the following negative pulse. A double explosion would 
thus explain the anomalous GBA seismogram very well and the time between 
the arrivals measured from the record is 0.41 S. If there was a double 
explosion, their signals would have to arrive together at EKA to explain 
the similarity of the deconvolved P pulses from the two explosions there. 

Assuming that the two explosions were fired simultaneously and 
that they were broadside-on relative to EKA (figure 21)) the measured time 
difference of 0.41 S at GBA gives, for a phase velocity of 13.1 km S", a 
separation of 5.4 km. The assumed phase velocit comes from the slowness 
of 8.4 S deg-I predicted for a distance of 36. rd. from GBA by the results 
of Corbishley (25). However, the rate of change in slowness is large at 
this distance, so the estimate of the separation may be significantly in 
error. Errors may also arise due to the assumptions on the geometry of 
the explosions or from errors in the estimated delay times. However, the 
observed seismograms are consistent with the 7 December 1976 disturbance 
being a double explosion, with the smaller of the two about 531 km 
south-west of the larger. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The main purpose of the report is to present the SP and BB 
seismograms for 62 explosions at the Shagan River test site. Some 
analyses on the data have, however, also been carried out. The main 
conclusions arising from these analyses are as follows:- 

( a) Estimates of the array-network magnitudes (mb) determined 
from peak-to-peak SP amplitudes are 0.12 magnitude units greater 
than those of the world network. 

(b) The bias between the NTS and Shagan River test sites due to 
differences in upper mantle attenuation (assumed to be equivalent 
to a t* difference of 0.2 S) is estimated to have a value of 
around 0.34 magnitude units but is frequency and hence magnitude 
dependent. 



(c) The long-term level of the reduced disblacement potential, , derived from the area of the BB pul$e appears to be a 
reliable estimator of explosion size. 

(d) The seismic moments calculated from $, ape in good agreement 
with published moments calculated from surfaci-wave data. 

(e) From the variation of pulse rise time dnd duration with 4, 
it appears that the corner frequency of Shagan River explosions 
scales with yield much more slowly than wojlld be predicted by 
theoretical considerations or from observatiops of NTS explosions 
in tuff. This may be due to the greater competence of the source 
material at Shagan River. 

(f) The pulse durations of explosions in thg NE portion of the 
test site are systematically longer than thdse of explosions in 
the SW. This is probably due to some diff rence in pp-P time 
between the two areas, eg, different scaled epths of burial, or 
uphole P-wave speed, or both. 

t 
(g) One of the disturbances generated waveforms unlike those 
normally seen. The deconvolved records show that this 
disturbance, on 7 December 1976, was probablya double explosion. 
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TABLE 1 

Seismic Arrays Which Provide Data to MOD(PE) , Blacknest 

ARRAY OPERATORS 

1 

2 

1. MOD(PE), Blacknest, UK 

2. Department of Energy, Mines 8 Resources, Ottawa, Canada 

3. Bhabha Atomic Research Centre, Trombay, India 

4. Australian National University, Canberra, Australia. 

Array Locations 
Distances and Azimuths Relative to 

Shagan River Test Site 

Array 

EKA 

YKA 

3 GBA 

Distance 
( Degrees ) 

47.1 

67.0 

36.4 

85.3 4 WRA I Werramunga, Australia ( 1g056' 52"s 1 134°21'031'E 
I 

Location 

Eskdalemuir, UK 

Yellowknife, Canada 

Gauribidanur, India 

Geographic Go-ordinates of 
Crossover Point 

13O36' 15"N 

Latitude 

55O19'59"N 

62O29'36"N 

77O26'10"E 

- 

Azimuth Back Bearing 
(Degrees Clockwise 

from North) 

182 

Longitude 

3O09' 32"W 

114°36'19"W 

310 

7 

2 

60 

351 

129 1 328 



TABLE 2 

Shaqan River Explosions: Epicentres and Least-Squares Estimates of 
Wqnitude from Marshal1 et a1 ( 2 1  

no. date origin time (UTC ) latitude 'N longitude 'E 

~b from NEIC PDE service 



TABLE 3 

Availability of Array Data for the Shaqan River Explosions 

no. date EKA YKA GB A WRA 

a 
vbb 
sm 
ov 
ns 
n/a 

n/a 
a ( 3) 
n/ a 
a ( 9) 
n/a 
sm ( 15) 
sm ( 17) 
sm ( 18) 
sm ( 20) 
a ( 2 1 )  
sm ( 23) 
a ( 2 5 )  
a ( 2 8 )  
a ( 3 1 )  
a ( 3 4 )  
a ( 3 7 )  
a ( 4 1 )  
a ( 4 5 )  
a ( 4 8 )  
ov 
a ( 5 2 )  
ov 
ov 
ov 
a ( 6 0 )  
ov 
ov 
ov 
vbb ( 73) 
vbb ( 77) 
vbb ( 81) 
vbb ( 85) 
vbb ( 88) 
vbb ( 92) 
a ( 9 6 )  
vbb ( 99) 
vbb (102) 
vbb (104) 
vbb (108) 
vbb (111.1) 
ov 
ov 
a (116) 
vbb (119) 
vbb (123) 
ov 
vbb (128) 
vbb (132) 
n/a 
vbb (139) 
n/a 
vbb (145) 
vbb (149) 
vbb (153) 
vbb (157) 
vbb (160) 
n/a 
ov 
a (167) 
vbb (171) 
vbb (174) 

available 
array overloaded, velocity broad band used (YKA only) 
arrav overloaded, strong motion channel used - gain unknown -. 

array overloaded 
not seen 
not available 

The number given in brackets is that of the figure in Appendix A 
which shows the data 

2 0 



TABLE 4 

Shaqan River Explosions: Masnitudes 

a) Magnitude estimated at each station with network values and confidence 
limits (determined excluding the value marked X ) .  

no. date EKA YKA GBA WRA network mean 95% c.1. 

b)  Array clistance correction taciurs ,  station eftects arhd s t a t ~ o r l  

biases. 

Array B ( L \  ) station 95% c.1. 
effect 

Station 
bias 

EKA 3.90 0.02 0.04 0.14 
YKA 4.00 0.24 0.05 0.36 
GBA 3.56 -0.29 0.04 -0.17 
WRA 3.97 0.03 0.05 0.15 



TABLE 5 

Shaqan River Explosions: Pulse Rise Times ( i n  seconds) 

no. date 

atation effect 
959 0.1. 

EKA 

0.208 
0.198 
0.232 
0.205 
0.235 
0.277 
0.274 

0.228 

0.245 
0.205 
0.198 
0.222 
0.165 
0.225 
0.220 
0.135 
0.165 
0.242 
0.218 
0.262 
0.238 
0.228 
0.185 
0.282 
0.211 
0.235 
0.245 
0.225 
0.250 
0.225 
0.225 
0.282 
0.245 
0.270 
0.252 
0.245 
0.218 
0.258 
0.245 
0.290 

0.240 

0.230 
0.252 
0.228 
0.235 
0.278 
0.224 
0.240 
0.280 
0.218 

0.276 
0.135 
0.260 
0.220 

0.031 
0.008 

GBA 

0.192 

0.132 

0.190 
0.200 
0.202 
0.185 
0.222 
0.182 
0.208 
0.170 

0.205 
0.188 
0.207 

0.190 
0.245 
0.160 
0.191 
0.216 
0.228 
0.185 

0.192 
0.257 
0.198 

0.245 
0.221 

0.230 
0.210 
0.224 
0.250 
0.232 
0.228 
0.168 
0.190 
0.240 
0.202 
0.232 
0.250 
0.218 
0.242 
0.232 
0.250 
0.165 

0.182 

0.008 
0.008 

WRA 

0.140 
0.175 
0.134 
0.205 

0.202 
0.188 

0.165 
0.208 
0.171 
0.244 
0.168 
0.180 
0.192 
0.212 
0.175 
0.177 

0.174 

0.185 
0.235 
0.188 
0.210 

0.170 
0.158 
0.175 

0.172 
0.242 
0.178 

0.172 
0.147 
0.218 
0.182 
0.160 

0.230 

0.165 
0.198 
0.188 

-0.014 
0.009 

network mean 

Network values and station effects determined excluding the value 
marked X. 



TABLE 6 

Shasan River Explosions: Pulse Durations (in seconds1 

no. date EKA YKA GB A WRA network mean 95% c.1. 

station effect 0.09 -0.06 0.01 -0.03 
95% c.1. 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.03 

Network values and station effects determined excluding the value 
marked X.  Data marked * are revised values. 



TABLE 7 

Shasan River Explosions: Estimates of Los $, 

no. date 

station effect 
95% c.1. 

EKA 

3.92* 
3.40 
4.13 
3.00 
3.40* 
4.43 
4.43 

3.89* 

3.93 
3.17* 
3.03 
3.64 
2.36* 
3.61 
3.87 
2.98 
2.90 
3.94 
3.74 
4.02* 
3.95 
3.85 
3.07* 
4.11 
3.83 
4.05 
3.97 
3.97 
4.08 
4.01 
3.75 
4.21 
3.37 
3.92 
3.62 
3.92 
3.94 
3.76 
3.64 
3.97 

3.77 

4.01 
4.15 
3.92* 
3.37 
4.14 
3.50 
4.31 
4.21 
3.69 

4.29 
2.96 
4.05 
3.64* 

0.05 
0.04 

YKA 

3.28 

3.28 

2.30 

3.37 
3.17* 
3.65 
2.45 
3.64 
3.80 
3.18 
3.37 

3.71* 

3.19 

3.91 
3.72 
4.06 
4.00 
3.68 
4.03 
3.38 
4.13 
3.93 
4.12 
4.16 
4.04~ 

3.52 
3.56 
3.67 

3.86 
3.78 

3.49 

3.33 
4.14 
3.91 
3.37 
4.15 

3.14 
3.95 
3.59 

0.05 
0.04 

WRA 

3.35 
3.92 
2.59 
3.08* 

3.02 
3.24 

2.93 
3.92 
3.78 
3.83 
3.89 
3.83 
4.00 
3.96 
3.68 
4.09 

4.30 

4.25 
4.20 
4.13 
4.08 

3.43 
3.58 
3.71 

3.99 
3.99 
3.92 

4.03 
3.26 
4.11 
4.06 
3.52 

4.13 

3.10 
4.10 
3.68 

-0.01 
0.04 

network mean 

Network values and station effects determined excluding the value 
marked X.  Data marked * are revised values. 



TABLE 8 

Shaqan River Explosions: pp Delay Times ( i n  seconds) 

YKA no. date EKA GBA - WRA 

key: ( ) very weak phase * no arrival or can't be measured 



no. date ISC 
m b 

TABLE 9 

Source Size Estimators for the Shaqan River Explosion 

array 
mb 

lo@o 
granite 
( logNm 1 

lo@o , 

sediment 
( logNm 1 

logM0 logEfo(~1 
(Sierra) (21) 
( logNm 1 ( logNm 1 



TABLE 9 (Cont'd) 

no. date ISC LSMF myL array TD .% log% 10flo 10#o . l 0 H o  lo@o(LR) l o c o  

mb mb(2) "'b granite sediment (Sierra) (21) 
( S )  ( S)  ( low3) ( ~ O ~ N ~ )  ( ~ O ~ N ~ )  ( 10g~m) ( 10g~m) 

I) values to  which only one station of the four arrays contributes data 



FIGURE 1. EPICENTRAL DISTANCE-AZIMUTH PROJECTION OF THE WORLD CENTRED ON 
THE SHAGAN RIVER TEST SITE (50'~ 79'~) OUT TO lloO, 
THE LOCATIONS OF THE FOUR ARRAYS ARE SHOWN. THE TWO CIRCLES 
REPRESENT EPICENTRAL DISTANCES OF 30 AND 90' FROM THE TEST SITE 



FIGURE 2. LOCATIONS OF THE SHAGAN RIVER EXPLOSIONS (AFTER MARSHALL ET AL 
1211, THE DASHED LINE DIVIDES THE TEST SITE INTO ITS NORTH- 
EAST AND SOUTH-WEST REGIONS 





FREQUENCY. Hz 

Y D  
ARRAY SHORT-PERIOD (SP) SEISMOGRAPHS. GAINS ARE NORMALISED TO 
UNITY AT 1 Hz 



FIGURE 5. ILLUSTRATION OF MEASUREMENTS MADE ON SEISMOGRAMS 

(a) The three measures of amplitude and two of period made on 
SP recordings. 

(b) Rise time, duration and area measured on deconvolved BB 
pulses. 

(c) Revised measures of duration and pulse area made on 
deconvolved BB signals interpreted as being double pulses. 



(a )  oa amplitudes 

(b) ab amplitudes 



array mb 

CROSSES l 



0.915 
I I 1 I 

5.0 5.5 6.0 6.5 

array mb 

- 
O.9.5 

I I I 
5.0 5.5 6.0 6.5 

array mb 

FIGURE 8. ATTENUATION BIAS. AS FOR FIGURE 8 USING (a) oa AMPLITUDE DATA 
AND (b) ab AMPLITUDE DATA 



array mb 

F I GURE 



(bl ARRAY-NETWORK PULSE DURATION T? AGAINST me 
Points for which only one station contributed data are plotted as the 
smaller crosses. The lines drawn through the data are the best least- 
squares straight lines 



FIGURE 11. ARRAY-NETWORK LOG PLOTTED AGAINST m?. THE LINE DRAWN 
THROUGH THE DATA IS THE BEST LEAST-SQUARES STRAIGHT LINE: 
CALCULATED EXCLUDING THE TWO DATA BELOW mhm 5.0 AND THOSE 
VALUES FOR WHICH ONE ONE STATION PROVIDED~DATA (PLOTTED AS 
THE SMALLER CROSSESL 

38 
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FIGURE 12. COMPARISON OF PUBLISHED SURFACE-WAVE ESTIMATES OF THE SEISMIC 
MOMENT (M:) OF SHAGAN RIVER EXPLOSIONS WITH THE BODY-WAVE 
ESTIMATES~MADE HERE ASSUMING A SOURCE IN GRANITE ( ~ 3  

16.5 

tb) (M:) FROM STEVENS (211 

The sol id l ine drawn i n  ach graph represents M: = Mb. The dashed l ines  g represent log M: = log MO r 0.3; defining the area wgere the moment 
estimates agree within a factor of 2 



FIGURE 13. SOURCE SCALING OF SHAGAN RIVER EXPLOSIONS 

(a) LOG-LOG PLOT OF RISE TIME T AGAINST REDUCED DISPLACEMENT POTENTIAL 
&J, (= YIELD W\ 

(b) LOG-LOG PLOT OF DURATION Tn AGAINST 4, 

The lines drawn through the data are the best least-squares straight lines 
assuming errors in both axes. Lines corresponding to cube-root and 
fifth-root scaling with yield are also drawn 



FIGURE 14. LOG-LOG PLOT OF DURATION Tn AGAINST REDUCED DISPLACEMENT 
POTENTIAL &, FOR THE TWO HALVES OF THE TEST SITE. BEST LEAST- 
SQUARES STRAIGHT LINES ARE DRAWN FOR EACH DATA SET 



X X X X X X x Y X  A 
X A A A A  A 

FIGURE 15. ESTIMATED PP DELAY TIMES PLOTTED AGAINST mbML FOR THE TWO 
HALVES OF TPE TEST SITE: (a) EKA, (b) YKA 



FIGURE 15. (Contld) (c) GBA, ( d )  WRA 



FIGURE 16. 

GBA: 25/12/75), SW: 29/10/75), 6.0 (NE: 12/10/80) (EXCEPT 
EKA: 29/8/78), SW: 11/6/78) AND 6.2 (NE: 18/8/79, SW: 27/12/81 
(EXCEPT EKA: 23/12/79 AND WRA: 23/6/79)) 



'NE 
k 

FIGURE 16. (Contld) (c) GBA, ( d )  WRA 



'NE 

FIGURE 17. THE SEISMOORAMS OF FIGURE 16 CONVERTED TO A PHASELESS-BROAD- 
BAND INSTRUMENT RESPONSE, WIENER FILTERED AND CORRECTED FOR 
ATTENUATION OF t* = 6.15 S, (a)  EKA, (b) YKA 



FIGURE 17. (Cont'd) (cl GBA, fd) WRA 







FIGURE 20. HERE THE DECONVOLVED BB WAVEFORM OF THE 29 JUNE 1980 EXPLOSION 
RECORDED AT GBA IS ADDED TO ITSELF AFTER RELATIVE TIME SHIFTS 
OF 0.3 TO 0.45 S - THE EARLIER ARRIVING SIGNAL HAS AN AMPLITUDE 
0.3 TIMES THAT OF THE LATTER. THE DECONVOLVED BB WAVEFORM OF 
THE 7 DECEMBER 1976 EXPLOSION AT GBA IS SHOWN FOR COMPARISON 



EKA 

GBA 

FIGURE 21. GEOMETRY OF THE PRESUMED DOUBLE EXPLOSION ON 7 DECEMBER 1976. 
THE AZIMUmS TO EKA AND GBA ARE SHOWN 



APPENDIX A l 

THE SEISMOGRAMS 

This appendix contains figures showing all the seismograms 
available from the four medium-aperture arrays for the Shagan River 1 
explosions discussed in this report. These figures, A1 to A176, are 
indexed in table 3 - reproduced here as table Al. 

1 

Each figure is for one explosion recorded at one array and shows 
four or five seismograms. These are: - 

(a) A short-period seismogram. This is normally the beam-formed 
array sum but, if the array is overloaded, a single-channel 
strong-motion record or one derived from the velocity-broad-band 
seismogram (YKA only) is substituted, when available. 

(b) The short-period seismogram filtered to simulate an 
additional path attenuation of t* = 0.2 S, illustrating what the 
recording would look like if the explosion were fired at the 
Nevada Test Site. 

(C) The short-period seismogram converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response and filtered using a 
Wiener filter. 

(d) As seismogram (c), except that an additional filter has been i 
used, correcting for a path attenuation of t* = 0.15 S. This 
record approximates the displacement pulses radiated from the 
source region. 

(e) Velocity-broad-band seismogram (if used to produce (a)). 

The gains of each channel have been scaled to normalise the peak 
amplitudes of the seismograms. Signals that appear smaller than normal 
are due to high-amplitude noise just outside the window included in the 
figure . 



TABLE A1 

Availability of Array Data for the Shaqan River Explosions 

no date EKA YKA GB A WRA 

' Key 

a 
vbb 
SDI 
ov 
ns 
n/a 

n/a 
a ( 3) 
n/a 
a ( 9) 
n/a 
am ( 15) 
sa ( 17) 
em ( 18) 
sm ( 20) 
a ( 2 1 )  
em ( 23) 
a ( 2 5 )  
a ( 2 8 )  
a ( 3 1 )  
a ( 3 4 )  
a ( 3 7 )  
a ( 4 1 )  
a ( 4 5 )  
a ( 4 8 )  
ov 
a ( 5 2 )  
ov 
ov 
ov 
a ( 6 0 )  
ov 
ov 
OV 
vbb ( 73) 
vbb ( 77) 
vbb ( 81) 
vbb ( 85) 
vbb ( 88) 
vbb ( 92) 
a ( 9 6 )  
vbb ( 99) 
vbb (102) 
vbb (104) 
vbb (108) 
vbb (111.1) 
ov 
OV 
a (116) 
vbb (119) 
vbb (123 ) 
OV 
vbb ( 128) 
vbb (132) 
n/ a 
vbb (139) 
n/a 
vbb (145) 
vbb (149) 
vbb (153) 
vbb (157) 
vbb ( 160) 
n/a 
ov 
a (167) 
vbb (171) 
vbb (174) 

available 
array overloaded, velocity broad band used (YKA only) 
array overloaded, strong motion channel used - gain unknown 
array overloaded 
not seen 
not available 

The number given in brackets is that of the figure in Appendix A 
which shows the data 



Figure A1 (a) Short-period array-sum seismogram recorded at EKA from 
the 15 January 1965 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.2s. 

(C) Seismogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same as seismogrrrm (c) oxcept that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.158 have been corrected for. 



Figure A2 (a) Short-period array-sum seismogram recorded at EKA from 
the 19 June 1968 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to simulate the effect8 of an 
additional t* of 0.2s. 

(C) Seismogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(6) Same as seismogram (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.15s have been corrected for. 



Figure A 3  (a) Short-period array-sum meismgram recorded at nu from 
the l9 June 1968 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to airnulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.215. 

(C) Seismogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseleas-broad-band instrument response. 

( d )  Same as seismogram (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation Of t* = 0.150 have been corrected for. 



Figure A4 (a) Short-period array-sum seiuoogram racordad at GBA from 
the 19 June 1968 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seimogram (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.2s. 

(C) Seiemogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same as seismogram (c) axcept that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* - 0.15~ have been corrected for. 



Figure A5 (a) Short-period array-sum sei~mograa recorded at WRA from 
the 19 June 1968 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.28. 

(C) Seisnogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument respo~ue. 

(d) Same as seiol~ogram (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* - 0.15s have been corrected for. 

Note that PcP should arrive within a few meconds of P. 



Figure A6 (a) Short-period array-sun\ eeismogram rocorded at FXA from 
the 30 November 1969 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.2s. 

(C) Seismogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same as seismogram (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.15s have been corrected for. 



Figure A7 (a) Short-period array-sum seismogram recorded at WRA from 
the 30 November 1969 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.28. 

(C) Seiamogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same as seimogram (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.158 have been ~orrected for. 

Note that PcP should arrive within a few seconds of P. 



Figure A8 (a) Short-period array-sum seismogram recorded at EXA from 
the 30 June 1971 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seismogran (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.2s. 

(C) Seismogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseleaa-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same as aeismogram (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.15s have been corrected for. 



Figure A9 (a) Short-period array-sun seiwoogram recorded at YKA from 
the 30 June 1971 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additlone1 t* of 0.2s. 

(C) SeisRlOgram (a) after Wianer filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same as seismogram (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* - 0.15s have been corrected for. 



Figure A 1 0  (a) Short-period array-sum seismogram recorded at GBA from 
the 30 June 1971 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.28. 

(C) Seismogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaselees-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same as seiomogram (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.15s have been corrected for. 



Figure All (a) Short-period array-sum seismogram recorded at WRA from 
the 30 June 1971 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.28. 

(C) Selamogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same as oeismogram (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.15s have been corrected for. 

Note that PcP should arrive within a few seconds of P. 



Figure A12 (a) Short-period array-sum seismogram recorded at EKA from 
the 10 February 1972 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.2s. 

(C) Seismogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same as seismogram (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.15s have been corrected for. 



Figure A13 (a) Short-period array-sum seislllogram recorded at WRA from 
the 10 February 1972 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to mimulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.26. 

(C) SeismOgram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same as seisraogram (c) except that the affects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.15s have been corrected for. 

Note that PcP should arrive within a few seconds of P. 



Figure A14 (a) Short-period array-sum seismogram recorded at EKA from 
the 2 November 1972 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.2s. 

(C) Seismogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same as seismogram (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.15s have been corrected for. 



Figure A15 (a) Short-period strong-rotion sei8mogr.a recorded at YKA 
from the 2 November 1972 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to mimulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.2.. 

(C) Seimaogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same ss seimmogram (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.15s have been corrected for. 



Figure A16 (a) Short-period array-sum seismogram recorded at EKA from 
the 10 December 1972 Shagan River exploaion. 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.2s. 

(C) Seiamogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same as seismogram (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.15s have been corrected for. 

Note that the sample of noise used in designing the Wiener 
filter is taken ahead of the earlier arrival (from an 
explosion at Degelen Mountain). 



Figure A17 (a) Short-period strong-motion seismogram recorded at YKA 
from the 10 December 1972 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seismogrm (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.2s. 

(C) Seimmogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) S8me am seisDlOgr~ (C) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.15s have been corrected for. 

Note that the sample of noise used in designing the Wiener 
filter is taken ahead of the earlier arrival (from m 
explosion at Degelen Mountain). 



Figure A18 (a) Short-period strong-motion seismogram recorded at YKA 
from the 23 July 1973 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to ~imulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.2s. 

(C) Seismogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same as seismogram (c) oxcept that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* - 0.15s have been corrected for. 



Figure A19 (a) sh~rt-~eriod array-sum seismogram recorded at EKA from 
the l4 December 1973 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seimmogram (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.2.. 

(C) Seiumogrua (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band irutrument remporue. 

(d) Same as smismogram (c) axcept that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.15. hava been corrected for. 



Figure A20 a Short-period strong-motion aeismogram recorded at YKA 
from the 14 December 1973 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to ailnulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.2s. 

(C) Seismogram ( a )  after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same as eeismogram (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.15s have been corrected for. 



Figure A21 a Short-period array-sum meimmogram recorded at YKA from 
the 16 April 1974 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.28. 

(C) Seismogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same as seismogram (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.15s have been corrected for. 



Figure A22 (a) Short-period array-sum seismogram recorded at EKA from 
the 31 May 1974 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.2s. 

(C) Seismogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same as seismogram (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.15s have been corrected for. 



Figure A23 (a) Short-period strong-motion seismogram recorded at YKA 
from the 31 May 1974 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.28. 

(C) Seismogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same as seismogram (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.15s have been corrected for. 



Figure A24 (a) Short-period array-sum seisrnogram recorded at EIU from 
the 16 October 1974 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.2s. 

(C) Seismogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same as meismugram (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.15s have been corrected for. 



Figure A25 (a) Short-period array-sum eelsmogran recorded at YKA from 
the 16 October 1974 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of  0.20. 

(C) Seismogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same as seiemogram (c) mxcept that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* - 0.15s have been corrected for. 



Figure A26 (a) Short-period array-sum seisloogram recorded at GBA from 
the 16 October 1974 Shagan River oxplosion. 

(b) Seismogram (a) fsltered to pimulate the effect* of an 
additional t* of 0.2s. 

( C )  Seismograut (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Saute as seismogram (c) oxcept that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.15s have been corrected for. 



Figure A27 (a) Short-period array-sum eeismogram recorded at EKA from 
the 27 December 1974 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.28. 

(C) Seismogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same as seismogram (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.15s have been corrected for. 



Figure A28 (a) Short-period array-sum seismogram recorded at YKA from 
the 27 December 1974 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtermd to aimlate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.2s. 

(C) Seismogrun (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same as seismogram (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.158 have been corrected for. 



Figure A29 (a) Short-period array-sum seisfnogram recorded at GBA from 
the 27 December 1974 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.2s. 

(C) Seismogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

( d )  Same as seismogram (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.15s have been corrected for. 



Figure A30 ( a )  Short-period array-awn seismogram recorded at EUA from 
the 27 April 1975 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.2s. 

(C) Seismogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same as seisrnogram (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.15s have been corrected for. 



a) n I I  n 

Figure A31 (a) Short-period array-sum seismogram recorded at YKA from 
the 27 April 1975 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.28. 

(C) Seismogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same as seismogram (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.15s have been corrected for. 



Figure A32 (a) Short-period array-sum seismogrm recorded at GBA from 
the 27 April 1975 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.2s. 

(C) Seismogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same as seismogram (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.15s have been corrected for. 



Figure A33 (a) Short-period array-sum seismogram recorded at EKA from 
the 30 June 1975 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.2s. 

(C) Seismogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same as seismogram (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* - 0.15s have been corrected for. 



Figure A34 (a) Short-period array-sum eelsmogram recorded at YKA from 
the 30 June 1975 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.28. 

(C) Seismogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same as seismogram (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.15s have been corrected for. 



Figure A 3 5  (a) Short-period array-sum seismogram recorded at GBA from 
the 30 June 1975 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.2s. 

(c) Seismogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same as seismogram (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.15s have been corrected for. 



Figure A36 ( a )  Short-period array-sum seismogram recorded at EKA from 
the 29 October 1975 Shagan River explosion. 

(b)  Seismogram (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.2s. 

(C) Seismogreim (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same as seismog~am (c) except that the effqcta of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.15s have been corrected for. 



Figure A37 (a) Short-period array-sum seismogram recorded at YKA from 
the 29 October 1975 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.2s. 

(C) Seismogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same as seismogram (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.15s have been corrected for. 



Figure A38  (a) Short-period array-own eeiemogram recorded at GBA from 
the 29 October 1975 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.2s. 

(C) Seismogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same as seismogram (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t*'- 0.15s have been corrected for. 



Figure A39 (a) Short-period array-aum aeis8mgr.m recorded at WRA from 
the 29 October 1975 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to aimulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.2a. 

(C) Seismogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same as seismogram (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.15s have been corrected for. 

Note that PcP should arrive within a few seconds of P. 



Figure A 4 0  (a) Short-period array-sum seismogram recorded at EKA from 
the 25 December 1975 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.2s. 

(C) Seismogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same as seismogram (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.15s have been corrected for. 



Figure A 4 1  (a) Short-period array-sum seismogram recorded at YKA from 
the 25 December 1975 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.2s. 

(C) Seismogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

( d )  Same as seismogram (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.15s have been corrected for. 



Figure M 2  (a) Short-period array-sum seismogram recorded at GBA from 
the 25 December 1975 Shagan River explosion. 

(b )  Seismogram (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.2s. 

(C) Seismogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same as seismogram (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.15s have been corrected for. 



Figure A43 (a) Short-period array-sum seismogram recorded at WRA from 
the 25 December 1975 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.28. 

(C) Seismogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same as seismogram (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.15s have been corrected for. 

Note that PcP should arrive within a few seconds of P. 



Figure A44 (a) Short-period array-sum seismogram recorded at E M  from 
the 21 April 1976 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.2s. 

(C) Seismogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same as seismogram (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.15s have been corrected for. 

Note that Marshal1 et a1 (2) show the wrong E M  seismogram 
for this explosion: theirs is from an earlier explosion at 
Degelen Mountain. 



Figure A45 (a) Short-period array-sum seismogram recorded at YKA from 
the 21 April 1976 Shagan River uplosion. 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.28. 

(C) Seismogram (a) after Wiener filtmring converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument rmsponse. 

(d) Same as seismgram (c) mcept that the effects of path 
attenuation of tL = 0.15s have been corrected for. 



Figure A46 (a) Short-period array-sum seiemogram recorded at GBA from 
the 21 April 1976 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.28. 

(C) Seismogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same as seismogram (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.15s have been corrected for. 



Figure A47 (a) Short-period array-sum seismogram recorded at EKA from 
the 9 June 1976 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to aimulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.2s. 

(C) Seismogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

( c l )  Same as seismogram (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.15s have been corrected for. 



Figure A48 (a) Short-period array-sum seismogram recorded at YKA from 
the 9 June 1976 Shagan River axplosion. 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtarad to eimulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.2s. 

(C) Seismogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same as seismogram (c) axcept that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* - 0.15s have been corrected for. 



Figure A49 (a) Short-period array-aum seismogram recorded at GBA from 
the 9 June 1976 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.2s. 

(C) Seismogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same as seiemogram (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.15s have been corrected for. 



Figure A50 (a) Short-period array-sum eeismogrm recorded at EKA from 
the 4 July 1976 Shagan River exploeion. 

(b) Seionogram (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.2s. 

(c) Seisaogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same as seismogram (c) except that the effect6 of path 
attenuation of t* - 0.15s have been corrected for. 



Figure A51 (a) Short-period array-mum seismogram recorded at EKA from 
the 28 August 1976 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.26. 

(C) Setsmogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instturent response. 

(d) Same as seisoogram (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.15s have been corrected for. 



Figure A52 (a) Short-period array-sum seismogram recorded at YKA from 
the 28 August 1976 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.2s. 

(C) Seismogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same as seismograra (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.15s have been corrected for. 



Figure A53 (a) Short-period array-sum seismogram recorded at GBA fmm 
the 28 August 1976 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seiamogram (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.28. 

(C) Sei-ram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same as meismgram (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.15s have been corrected for. 



Figure A54 (a) Short-period array-sum seismogram recorded at EKA from 
the 23 November 1976 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.2s. 

(C) Seismogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same as seismogram (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* - 0.15s have been corrected for. 



Figure A55 ( a  Short-period array-mum sei.mograaa recorded at GBA from 
the 23 November 1976 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.2s. 

(C) Seismogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument reeponse. 

(d) Same as seismogram (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.15s have been corrected for. 



Figure A56 (a) Short-period array-mum maismogram recorded at EKA from 
the 7 December 1976 Shagan River explogion. 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.2s. 

(C) Seismogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same as seismogram (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.15s have been corrected for. 



Figure A57 (a) Short-period array-sum seismogrm recorded at GBA from 
the 7 December 1976 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.26.  

(C) Seismogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same as seismogram (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.15s have been corrected for. 



Figure A58 (a) Short-period array-sum seismogram recorded at EKA from 
the 29 May 1977 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.2s. 

(C) Seismogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same as seismogram (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.15s have been corrected for. 



Figure A59 (a) Short-period array-sum eeirnrogrlm, recorded at E M  from 
the 29 June 1977 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.2s. 

icl Seismoaram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a . . 
phese1;es-broad-band instrument resp6nse. 

(d) Same as seismogram (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.158 have been corrected for. 



Figure A60 (a) Short-period array-sun eeismogram recorded at YKA from 
the 29 June 1977 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.28. 

(C) Seismogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same as eeismogram (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.15s have been corrected for. 



Figure A61 (a) Short-period array-sum aeismogram recorded at GBA from 
the 29 June 1977 Shagur River explosion. 

(b)  Seismogram (a) filtered to airnulate the ef feet6 of an 
additional t* of 0.28. 

(C) Seismogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument responme. 

(d) Same as meismgram (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* - 0.15s have h e n  corrected for. 



Figure A62 (a) Short-period array-sum 8eiaogt- recorded at YRA from 
the 29 ~ u n e  1977 Shqgan River oxplosion. 

(b) Seisllograa (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.28, 

(C) Seislograr (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaaeless-broad-band Imtnment response. 

(d) S m  as seisrogram (c) uccrpt  that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.15s have been corrected for. 

Note that PcP should arrive within a few seconds of P. 



Figure A63 (a) Short-period array-sum saismogrm recordad at EKA from 
the 5 September 5977 Shagan Rivar axplorion. 

(b)  Saismogrsm (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.20. 

( C )  Seismogram (a) after Wienmr filtaring convarted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument rasponme. 

(d) Same as aaismogram (c) except that the effect8 of path 
attenuation of t* - 0.150 have been corrected for. 



Figure A64 ( a )  Short-ppriod array-mum mmfmuogrun recorded a t  OBA from 
the S Smpt8mb.r 1977 Shagm R i v e r  m losion.  

(b) SeimlDopram (11 f i l t e red  to mi.ulau.e* erteot. ot m 



Figure A65 (a) Short-period array-sum seislnogriua recorded at WRA from 
the 5 September 1977 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.2s. 

(C) Seismogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same as eelsmogram (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.15s have been corrected for. 

Note that PcP should arrive within a few seconds of P. 



Figure A66 (a) Short-period array-sum seismogrm recorded at EKA from 
the 29 October 1977 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seiaaogrm (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.20. 

(c) Seimmogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrumant response. 

(d )  Same as seimogrm (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.15s have k e n  corrected for. 

Note that the sample of noise used in designing the Wiener 
filter is taken ahead of the earlier arrival (fr- an 
explosion at Degelen Mountain). 



Figure A67 (a) Short-period array-sum seismogram recorded at GBA from 
the 29 October 1977 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.2s. 

(C) Seismogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaselese-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same as seismogram (c) except that the effecte of path 
attenuation of t* - 0.15s have been corrected for. 

Note that the sample of noise used in designing the Wiener 
filter is taken ahead of the earlier arrival (from an 
explosion at Degelen Mountain). 



Figure A68 (a) Short-period array-sum seismogram recorded at URA from 
the 29 October 1977 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seismogran (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.2s. 

(C) Seismogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same as seimnogram (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.15s have been corrected for. 

Note that the sample of noise used in designing the Wiener 
filter is taken ahead of the earlier arrival (from an 
explosion at Degelen Mountain). 
Note also that PcP should arrive within a few seconds of P. 



Figure A69 a Short-period array-sum seismogram recorded at EIU from 
the 30 November 1977 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.2s. 

(C) Seismogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument reeponse. 

(d) Same as seismogram (c) except that the affects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.15s have been corrected for. 



Figure A70 (a) Short-period strong-rotion (gain not known) seismogtam 
recorded at OBA from the 30 November  1977 Shag- River 
explosion. 

(b) Seismograa (a) filtered to simulate tho effects of an 
additional t* of 0.2s. 

(C) Seislogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaselesn-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same as seismogru (C) oxcept that tho effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.15s have b e n  corroctod for. 



Figure A71 (a) Short-period array-sum seismogram recorded at WRA from 
the 30 November 1977 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.26. 

(C) Seismogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same as seiomogram (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* - 0.15s have been corrected for. 

Note that PcP should arrive within a few seconds of P. 



Figure A72 (a) Short-poriod uray-mum meismogram recorded at EKA from 
the 11 June 1978 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) SeiePogram (a) filterod to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.2s. 

(c) Seismogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band inntnnnent response. 

(d) Same as eeirnaagram (c) oxcept that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.15s have been carrected for. 



Figure A 7 3  (a) Short-period seismogram that would be recorded at YKA 
from the 11 June 1978 Shagan River explosion: derived 
from the velocity-broad-band seismogram (e). 

(b) Seislnogram (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.2s. 

(C) Seismogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same as seismogram (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.15s have been corrected for. 

(8) Velocity-broad-band seismogram recorded at YKA. 



Figure A74 (a) Short-period array-sum seiorogram recorded at GBA from 
the 11 June 1978 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.2s. 

(C) Seisaogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same as seismogram (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.15s have been corrected for. 



Figure A75 (a) Short-period array-sum eeiemogram recorded at WRA from 
the 11 June 1978 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.2s. 

(C) Seismogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same as rreiomogram (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.15s have been corrected for. 

Note that PcP should arrive within a few seconds of P. 



Figure A76 (a) Short-period array-sum seimogrlu recorded at EKA from 
the 5 July 1978 Shagan River mxplosion. 

(b) Seisaogram (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.20. 

(C) Seisaaogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same as seislaogram (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.15s have been corrected for. 



Figure A77 (a) Short-period seiIImogram that would be recorded at YKA 
from the 5 July 1978 Shagan River explosion: derived 
from the velocity-broad-band seisaogram (0). 

(b) Seislnogram (a) filtered to simulate the effects of M 
additional t* of 0.2s. 

(C) Seismogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same as seismogram (c) except that the effect8 of path 
attenuation of t* - 0.1511 have been corrected for. 

(a) Velocity-broad-band maimnogram recorded at YKA. 



Figure A78 (a) Short-period array-sum seismogram recorded at GBA from 
the 5 July 1978 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to simulate the affects of an 
additional t* of 0.28. 

(C) Seismogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same as oeismogram (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.15s have been corrected for. 



Figure A79 (a) Short-period array-sum seismogram recorded at WRA from 
the 5 July 1978 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.2s. 

(C) Seismogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band inrrtrunent response. 

(d) Same as seiomogram (c) ucept that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.15s have been corrected for. 

Note that PcP should arrive within a few seconds of P. 



Figure A80 (a) Short-period array-sw seismgram recorded at E M  from 
the 29 August 1978 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.2s. 

(C) Seismogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same as seisraogram (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.15s have been corrected for. 

Note that the sample of noise used in designing the Wiener 
filter is taken ahead of the earlier arrival (from an 
explosion at Degelen Mountain). 



Figure A81 a Short-period seismogram that would be recorded at YKA 
from the 29 August 1978 Shagan River explosion: 
derived from the velocity-broad-band seismogram (e). 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to mimulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.2s. 

(C) Seismogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same as seismogram (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.15s have been corrected for. 

(e) Velocity-broad-band seismogram recorded at YKA. 
Note that the sample of noise used in designing the Wiener 
filter is taken ahead of an earlier small arrival (from an 
explosion at Degelen Mountain). 



Figure A82 (a) Short-period array-sum salsmogram recorded at GBA from 
the 29 August 1978 Shagan River mxplosion. 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.2s. 

(C) Seismogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same as eeiuaogram (c) mxcept that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* - 0.15s have been corrected for. 

Note that the sample of noise used in designing the Wiener 
filter is taken ahead of the earlier arrival (from an 
explosion at Degelen Mountain). 



Figure A83 (a) Short-period array-sum seismogram recorded at WRA from 
the 29 August 1978 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.2s. 

(C) Seismogram (a) converted to a phaseless-broad-band 
instrument response. 

( d )  Same as seismogram (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.15s have been corrected for. 

Note that no Wiener filter has been applied to (c) or (d): 
the noise burst and earlier arrival (from an explosion at 
Degelen Mountain) did not allow a sufficiently long noise 
sample to be taken. 
Note also that PcP should arrive within a few seconds of P. 



Figure A84 (a) Short-period array-sum seismogram recorded at EKA from 
the 15 September 1978 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seisnmgram (a) filtarad to 8imulata the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.28. 

(C) Seismogram (a) after Wienar filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band inetrunant response. 

(d) Same as seiemogram (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* - 0.158 have been corrected for. 



Figure A85 (a) Short-period eeismograrn that would be recorded at YKA 
from the 15 September 1978 Shagan River explosion: 
derived from the velocity-broad-band seismogram (0). 

(b) Seismograrn (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.2s. 

(C) Seismogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band inotrument response. 

(d) Same aa seismogram (c) oxcept that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* - 0.15s have been corrected for. 

(6) Velocity-broad-band aeiemogram recorded at YKA. 



Figure A86 (a) Short-period array-sum seismogram recorded at W R A  from 
the 15 September 1978 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.2s. 

(C) Seismogram (a) attar Wiener filtaring converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same as seismogram (c) except that the affacto of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.15. have been corrected for. 

Note that PcP ~hould arrive within a faw seconds of P. 



Figure A87 (a) Short-period array-sum seismogram recorded at EKA from 
the 4 November 1978 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to eimulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.2s. 

(C) Seiamogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same aa oeisqogram (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.158 have been corrected for. 



Figure AB8 (a) Short-period seiemogram that would be recorded at YKA 
from the 4 November 1978 Shagan River explosion: 
derived from the velocity-broad-band seismogram (B). 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.2s. 

(C) Seismogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same as salsmogram (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.15s have been corrected for. 

(e) Velocity-broad-band seismogram recorded at YKA. 



Figure A89 (a) Short-period array-8- 8ei.aogr.1~ recorded at QBA from 
the 4 November 1978 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seimaragram (a) filtered to mirulate the effect8 of m 
additional t* of 0.28. 

(C) Sei.IAoQram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseles8-broad-bmd irutrwnt respon8e. 

(d) S- 88 8ei.mogru (C) except that the effect8 Of path 
attenuation of t* - 0.158 have b e n  corrected for. 



Figure A90  (a) Short-period array-sum seisraogram recorded at URA from 
the 4 Nwember 1978 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.2s. 

(C) Seismogram (a) after Wiemer filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same as seismogram (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* - 0.150 have been corrected for. 

Note that PcP should arrive within a few seconds of P. 



Figure A91 (a) Short-period array-sum seismgram recorded at E M  from 
the 29 November 1978 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Oelsrnogram (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.29. 

(C) Seismogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same as seismogram (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.15s have been corrected for. 

Note that the mample of noise used in designing the Wiener 
filter is taken ahead of the earlier arrival (from an 
explosion at Degelen Mountain). 
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Figure A92 (a) Short-period seismogram that would be recorded at YKA 
from the 29 November 1978 Shagan River explosion: 
derived from the velocity-broad-band seismogram (0). 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.2s. 

(C) Seismogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Sane as seismogram (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.15s have been corrected for. 

(e) Velocity-broad-band seismogram recorded at YKA. 
Note that the sample of noise used in designing the Wiener 
filter is taken ahead of the earlier arrival (from an 
explosion at Degelen Mountain). 



Figure A93 (a) Short-period strong-motion (gain not known) seismogram 
recorded at GBA from the 29 November 1978 Shagan River 
explosion. 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.2s. 

(C) Seismogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same as seismogram (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.15s have been corrected for. 

Note that the sample of noise used in designing the Wiener 
filter is taken ahead of an earlier small arrival (from an 
explosion at Degelen Mountain). 



Figure A94 (a) Short-period array-sum seismogram recorded at WRA from 
the 29 November 1978 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.2s. 

(C) Seismogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same as seismogram (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.15s have been corrected for. 

Note that the sample of noise used in designing the Wiener 
filter is taken ahead of the earlier arrival (from an 
explosion at Degelen Mountain). 
Note also that PcP should arrive within a few seconds of P. 



Figure A95 (a) Short-period array-sum seismogram recorded at E M  from 
the 1 February 1979 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to oimulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.2s. 

(C) Seismogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same as seismogram (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.15s have been corrected for. 



Figure A96 (a) Short-period array-sum eeismogram recorded at YKA from 
the 1 February 1979 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.28. 

(C) Seismogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same as seismogram (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.15s have been corrected for. 



Figure A97 (a) Short-period array-sum seismogram recorded at GBA from 
the l February 1979 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.2s. 

(C) Seismogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same as seismogram (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.158 have been corrected for. 



Figure A98 (a) Short-period array-sum eeismogram recorded at EKA from 
the 23 June 1979 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.28. 

(C) Seismogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same as seismogram (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.15s have been corrected for. 



Figure A99 (a) Short-period seismogram that would be recorded at YKA 
from the 23 June 1979 Shagan River explosion: derived 
from the velocity-broad-band seismogram (8). 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.2s. 

(C) Seismogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(a) Same as eelernogram (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.15s have been corrected for. 

(e) Velocity-broad-band seitsmogram recorded at YKA. 



Figure A100 (a) Short-period array-sum seismogram recorded at WRA from 
the 23 June 1979 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.2s. 

(C) Seismogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same as seismogram (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.15s have been corrected for. 

Note that PcP should arrive within a few eeconds of P. 



Figure A 1 0 1  (a) Short-period array-mum seismograrn recorded at EKA from 
the 7 July 1979 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 



Figure A102 (a) Short-period seismogram that would be recorded at YKA 
from the 7 July 1979 Shagan River explosion: derived 
from the velocity-broad-band seismogram (e). 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.2s. 

(C) Seismogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same as seismogram (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.15s have been corrected for. 

(e) Velocity-broad-band seismogram recorded at YKA. 



Figure A103 (a) Short-period array-sum seismogram recorded at EKA from 
the 4 August 1979 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.2s. 

(C) Seismogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same as seismogram (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of ':* = 0.15s have been corrected for. 



Figure A104 (a) Short-period seismogram that would be recorded at YKA 
from the 4 August 1979 Shagan River explosion: derived 
from the velocity-broad-band seismogram (9). 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.2s. 

(C) Seismogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same as seismogram (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.15s have been corrected for. 

(e) Velocity-broad-band seismogram recorded at YKA. 



Figure A105 (a) Short-period array-sum seismogram recorded at GBA from 
the 4 August 1979 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.28. 

(C) Seismogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same as seismogram (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.15s have been corrected for. 



Figure A106 (a) Short-period array-sum seismogram recorded at WRA from 
the 4 August 1979 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.2s. 

(C) Seismograrn (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same as eeismogram (c) except that the effect. of path 
attenuation of t* - 0.15s have been corrected for. 

Note that PcP should arrive within 8 few secondo of P. 



Figure A107 (a) Short-period array-sw sei8mogram recorded at EKA from 
the 18 August 1979 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to eimulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.2s. 

(C) SeismOgram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same as seismogram (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.15s have been corrected for. 



Figure A108 (a) Short-period seismogram that would be recorded at YKA 
from the 18 August 1979 Shagan River explosion: 
derived from the velocity-broad-band seismogram (a). 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.2s. 

(C) Seismogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same as seismogram (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.15s have been corrected for. 

(e) Velocity-broad-band seismogram recorded at YKA. 



Figure A109 (a) Short-period array-sum sei8mogram recorded at GBA from 
the 18 August 1979 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.28. 

(C) Seismogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same as seislnogram ( c )  except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.15s have been corrected for. 



Figure All0 (a) Short-period array-sum eeismogrm recorded at WRA from 
the 18 August 1979 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.2s. 

(C) Seismogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same as seisrnogram (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.15s have been corrected for. 

Note that PcP should arrive within a few seconds of P. 



Figure All1 (a) Short-period array-mum oeismogram recorded at EKA from 
the 28 October 1979 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.2s. 

(C) Seismogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same as seismogram (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* - 0 . 1 5 ~  have b e n  corrected for. 



Figure Alll.l(a) Short-period seismogram that would be recorded at YKA 
from the 28 October 1979 Shagan River explosion: 
derived from the velocity-broad-band seismogram (e). 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.28. 

(C) Seismogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same as seismogram (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.15s have been corrected for. 

(e) Velocity-broad-band seismogram recorded at MU. 



Figure A112 (a) Short-period array-swn meismogram recorded at WRA from 
the 28 October 1979 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.2s. 

(C) Seismogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same as seismogram (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.15s have been corrected for. 

Note that PcP should arrive within a few seconds of P. 



Figure A113 (a) Short-mrid array-mm ooi.rogru recorded at EKA from 
the 2 December 1979 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seisarogram (a) filterod to mirulate the effect. of an 
additional t* of 0.28- 

(C) Setsmogram (a) after Yiamr filtering convarted to a 
phaseless-broad-band irutru~nt r08pome. 

(d) Same as seiomogrua (c) ucept that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* - 0.158 have been corrected for. 



Figure All4 (a) Short-period array-sum seismogram recorded at WRA from 
the 2 December 1979 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seiruaogram (a) filterad to mimulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.2s. 

(C) Seismogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same as seislnogram (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.15s have been corrected for. 

Note that PcP should arrive within a few seconds of P. 



Figure A115 (a) Short-period array-sum u i 8 m g r u  recorded at EM from 
the 23 Decaabar 1979 Shagur River mcplosion. 

(b) Seismogru (a) filtered to .imulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.2.. 

(C) Seiamogru (a) efter Wioner filtering cgmnrted to a 
phaseleas-bwad-bud instrumant re.r)6sue. 

(d) Same as seinogru (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.158 have boon corrected for. 



Figure A116 a Short-period array-sum seismogram recorded at YKA from 
the 25 April 1980 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.20. 

(C) Seismogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same as seismogram (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.15s have been corrected for. 



Figure A117 (a) Short-period array-sum seiomogr8m recorded at GBA from 
the 25 April 1980 Shagan Rivar explosion. 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to airnulate the effecto of an 
additional t* of 0.2s. 

(C) Seismogram (a) after Wiener filtering convertad to a 
phaeelese-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same as seiemogram (c) except that the effecto of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.15s have been corrected for. 

Note that the sample of noisa used in designing the Wiener 
filter is taken ahead of the large .pike in thp eeiomogram. 



Figure A118 (a) Short-period array-sum seismogram recorded at WRA from 
the 25 April 1980 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.2s. 

(C) Seismogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same as seismogram (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.158 have been corrected for. 

Note that PcP should arrive within a few seconds of P. 



Figure All9 (a) Short-period seimnogram that wuld be recorded at WCA 
from the 12 June 1980 Shagan River explosion: dorived 
from the velocity-broad-band seimnogrm (9). 

(b) Selsmogram (a) filtored to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.28. 

(C) Seismogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument raspme. 

(d) Same as seillmogram (c) except that the effocts of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.15s have been corrected for. 

( 0 )  Velocity-broad-band meismgram recorded at YIU. 



Figure A120 (a) Short-period array-sum eeismogram recorded at GBA from 
the 12 June 1980 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.2s. 

(C) Seismogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same as seismogram (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.156 have been corrected for. 



Figure A121 a Short-period array-sum seismogram racorded at WRA from 
the 12 June 1980 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to Bimulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.2s. 

(C) Seismogram (a) after Wiener filtering convartad to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same as seismogram (c) except that the affects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.15s have been corrected for. 

Note that PcP should arrive within a few seconds of P. 



Figure A122  (a) Short-period array-sum meismogram recorded at EKA from 
the 29 June 1980 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seis~ogrsr (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.28. 

(C) Seismogram (a) after Viener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same as seismogram (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.15s have been corrected for. 



Figure A123 (a) Short-period seismogram that would be recorded at YKA 
from the 29 June l980 Shagan River explosion: derived 
from the velocity-broad-band seismogram (e). 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.2s. 

(C) Seismogram ( a )  after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same as seismogram (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.15s have been corrected for. 

(e) Velocity-broad-band seismogram recorded at YKA. 



Figure A124 (a) Short-perlod array-8- 8ei.no~run recorded at GBA fqom 
the 29 June 1980 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seismogrun (a) filtered t o  simulate the effects of an 
addition#l t* of 0.28. 

( C )  Seismoqr8m ( 0 )  after Wlqner filtering converted to a 
phaseless-bropdrband ln8trwmnt response. 

(d) Same a8 aelsmoqru (c) oxcopt that the effects of path 
attenuation of h* = O.158 have been corrected for. 



Figure A125 (a) Short-period array-sum eelsmogram recorded at WRA from 
the 29 June 1980 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.2s. 

(C) Ssismogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broae-b-nd instrument response. 

(d) Same as eeismgrhm (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.158 have been corrected for. 

Note that PcP should arrivi within a few seconds of P. 



Figure A126 (a) Short-period array-sun seismogram recorded at GBA from 
the 14 September 1980 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to simulate tha effects of an 
additional t* of 0.2s. 

(C) Seismogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same as seismogram ( C )  except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.15s have been corrected for. 



Figure A127 (a) Short-period array-mm sei.logram recorded at E M  from 
the 12 October 1980 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seismogrm (a) filtered to mimulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.2s. 

(c) Seiamogru (a) after Wienar filtering converted to a 
phaselamm-broad-band instnu+nt response. 

(d) Same as seiamQgru (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* - 0.15. have been corrected for. 



Figure A128  (a) Short-period seismogram that would be recorded at YKA 
from the 12 October 1980 Shagan Rivsr explosion: 
derived from the velocity-broad-band seismogram (e). 

(b) Seislrogtam (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.2s. 

(C) Seimmogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument responee. 

(d) Same as 8eimmogr.IR (C) mcept that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.15s have b e n  corrected for. 

(e) Velocity-broad-band seismogram recorded at YKA. 



Figure A129 (a) Short-period array-sqm seismogram recorded at GBA from 
the 12 wtober 1980 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtared to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.2s. 

(C) Seismogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same as sai.IOC3Qr.P (C) except that the effacto of path 
attenuation of t* - 0.158 have been corrected for. 



Figure A130 (a) Short-period array-sum seismogram recorded at WRA from 
the 12 October 1980 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.2s. 

(C) Seismogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same as seismogram (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.15s have been corrected for. 

Note that PcP should arrive within a few seconds of P. 



Figure A131 (a) Short-period array-sum seislaogram recorded at EKA from 
the 14 December 1980 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.2s. 

(C) Seismogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same as seisrnogram (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.15s have been corrected for. 



Figure A132 (a) Short-period seismogram that would be recorded at YKA 
from the 14 December 1980 Shagan River explosion: 
derived from the velocity-broad-band seismogram (e). 

(b) Seie~logrun (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.2s. 

(C) Seibmogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseleee-broad-band instrument rmsponse. 

(d) Same as seismgram (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.15s have been corrected for. 

(6) Velocity-broad-band meisloogram recorded at YKA. 



Figure A133 (a) Short-period array-sum seismogram recorded at GBA from 
the 14 December 1980 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.2s. 

(C) Seismogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

( d )  Same as seismogram (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.15s have been corrected for. 



Figure A134 (a) Short-period array-sum oeismogram recorded at WRA from 
the 14 December 1980 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.2s. 

(C) Seismogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaeeless-broad-band inetrument response. 

(d) Same as seiemogram (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.15s have been corrected for. 

Note that PcP should arrive within a few seconds of P. 



Figure A135 (a) Short-period array-sum peismogram recorded at EKA from 
the 27 December 1980 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.2s. 

(C) Seismogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band fnmtrument response. 

(d) Same as seismogram (c) qxcept that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.15s have been corrected for. 



Figure A136 (a) Short-period array-sum seismogram recorded at GBA from 
the 27 December 1980 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.2s. 

(C) Seismogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same as seismogram (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.15s have been corrected for. 



Figure A137 (a) Short-period array-sum meismogram recorded at WRA from 
the 27 December 1980 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seisritogram (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.2s. 

(C) Seismogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same as seismogram (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.151~ have been corrected for. 

Note that PcP should arrive within a few seconds of P. 



Figure A138 a Short-period array-sum seismogram recorded at EKA from 
the 29 March 1981 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.2s. 

(C) Seismogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument responee. 

(d) Same as seismogram (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.15s have been corrected for. 



Figure A139 (a) Short-period eeismogram that would be recorded at YKA 
from the 29 March 1981 Shagan River explosion: derived 
from the velocity-broad-band seismogram (e). 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.28. 

(C) Seismogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaeeless-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same as eeismogram (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.15s have been corrected for. 

(e) Velocity-broad-band eeismogram recorded at YKA. 



Figure A140 (a) Short-period array-sum seismogram recorded at GBA from 
the 29 March 1981 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.2s. 

(C) Seismogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same as seismogram (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.15s have been corrected for. 



Figure A141 (a) Short-period array-sum seiaarogram recorded at EKA from 
the 22 April 1981 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.28. 

(C) Seismogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same as seisnogram (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.158 have been corrected for. 



Figure A142 (a) Short-period array-sum seismogram recorded at GBA from 
the 22 April 1981 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to mimulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.2s. 

(C) Seismogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same as seismogram (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.15s have been corrected for. 



Figure A143 (a) Short-period array-sum seismogram recorded at WRA from 
the 22 April 1981 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Saismogram (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.2s. 

(C) Seismagram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(6) Same as seismogram (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.15s have been corrected for. 

Note that PcP should arrive-within a few seconds of P. 



Figure A144 (a) Short-period array-sum seismogram recorded at EKA from 
the 27 May 1981 Shagan River oxplosion. 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.2s. 

(C) Seismogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same as seiamogram (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.15s have been corrected for. 



Figure A145 (a) Short-period seislaogram that would be recorded at YKA 
from the 27 May 1981 Shagan River explosion: derived 
from the velocity-broad-band seismogram (e). 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.2s. 

(C) Seismogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same as eeismogram (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.15s have been corrected for. 

(e) Velocity-broad-band seismagram recorded at YKA. 



Figure A146 (a) Short-period array-sum seisntogram recorded at GBA from 
the 27 May 1981 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.2s. 

(C) Seismogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same as seiemogram (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.15s have been corrected for. 



Figure A147 (a) Short-period array-sum seismogram recorded at WRA from 
the 27 May 1981 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.2s. 

(C) Seismogran (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Sane as seismogram (c) axcept that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.15s have been corrected for. 

Note that PcP should arrive within a few seconds of P. 



Figure A148 (a) Short-period array-mum meitsmogram recorded at EKA from 
the 13 September 1981 Shagan River explosion. 

b )  Seiamgram (a) filtered to mimulato the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.28. 

(C) Seismogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same as seismogram (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.15s have been corrected for. 



Figure A149 (a) Short-period selemogram that would be recorded at YKA 
from the 13 Septunber 1981 Shagan River explosion: 
derived from the velocity-broad-band seismogram (e). 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.20. 

(C) Seismogram (a) after wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same as seismogram (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.15s have been corrected for. 

(e) Velocity-broad-band seismogram recorded at YKA. 



Figure A150 (a) Short-period array-swn seismogram recorded at GBA from 
the 13 September 1981 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.28. 

(C) Seismogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same as seismogram (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.15s have been corrected for. 



Figure A151 (a) Short-period array-sum seismogram recorded at WRA from 
the 13 September 1981 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.2s. 

(C) Seismogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same as seismogram (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.15s have been corrected for. 

Note that PcP should arrive within a few seconds of P. 



Figure A152 (a) Short-period array-sum seismogram recorded at EKA from 
the 18 October 1981 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.2s. 

(C) Seismogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same as seismogram (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.15s have been corrected for. 



Figure A153 (a) Short-period seismogram that would be recorded at YKA 
from the 18 October l981 Shagan River explosion: 
derived from the velocity-broad-band seismogram (e). 

(b) Seisnogram (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.2s. 

(C) Seisraogram (a) after Wienar filtering converted to a 
phaselesrr-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same as seiomogram (c) sxcept that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* - 0.15s have been corrected for. 

( 0 )  Velocity-broad-band wisr~ogrm recorded at YKA. 



Figure A154 (a) Short-period array-sum .8ismogram recorded at GBA from 
the 18 October 1981 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seismogrclm (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.2s. 

(C) Seiemogrsrn (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same am seirrmogram (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* m 0.15s have been corrected for. 



Figure A155 (a) Short-period array-rum reisnogram recorded at YRA from 
the 18 October 1981 Shagan Rivmr explosion. 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.2s. 

(C) Seismogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band inotruaent response. 

(d) Same as reimmgram (c) oxcept that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* - 0.15s have been corrected for. 

Note that PcP should arrivo within a few reconds of P. 



Figure A156 a Short-period array-sum meismogram recorded at EKA from 
the 29 November 1981 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.2s. 

(C) Seismogram ( a )  after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band inmtrumont response. 

(d) Same as seismogram (c) except that the effects of peth 
attenuation of t* = 0.15s have been corrected for. 
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Figure A157 (a) Short-period seimnogram that would be recorded at YKA 
from the 29 November 1981 Shagan River explosion: 
derived from the velocity-broad-band seislnogram (e). 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.2s. 

(C) Seismogrem (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same as seiamgram (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.15s have been corrected for. 

(e) Velocity-broad-band eelsmogram recorded at YKA. 



Figure A158 (a) Short-period array-sum seismogram recorded at GBA from 
the 29 November 1981 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.2s. 

(C) Seismogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

( d )  Same as eeismogram (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.15s have been corrected for. 



Figure A159 (a) Short-period array-sum s e i v a m  recorded at VRA from 
the 29 November 1981 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to simulate the affects of an 
additional t* of 0.2s. 

(C) Seismogram (a) after Hioner filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band i~trument response. 

(d) Same as seismogram (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.15s have been corrected for. 

Note that PcP should arrive within a few seconds of P. 



Figure A160 (a) Short-period eeiemogram that would be recorded at YKA 
from the 27 December 1981 Shagan River explosion: 
derived from the velocity-broad-band seismogram (e). 

(b) Seismogram ( a )  filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.2s. 

(C) Seismogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same as seismogram (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* - 0.15s have b e n  corrected for. 

(e) Velocity-broad-band seismogram recorded at YKA. 



Figure A161 (a) Short-period array-- miiilogram recorded et GBA f f n  
the 27 December 1981 Shagan River uplwion. 

(b) Seislogram (a) filtard to simulate the affects of an 
additional t* of 0.2s. 

(C) Saisaogram (a) after Wianer filtering convertd to a 
phaseless-broed-band iruttwnt rrsgolue. 

(d) Saam as seisllogram (c) ucept thet the effacts of path 
attenuation of tf = 0.15. have boon corrmcted for. 



Figure A162 (a) Short-period array-sum seismogram recorded at GBA from 
the 25 April 1982 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an '6 

additional t* of 0.2s. 
(C) Seismogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 

phaseless-broad-band instrument responoe. 
(d) Same as seismogram (c) except that the effects of path 

attenuation of t* = 0.15s have been corrected for. 



Figure A163 (a) Short-period array-sum seismogram recorded at WRA from 
the 25 April 1982 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.2s. 

(C) Seismogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same as seiomogram (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.15s have been corrected for. 

Note that PcP should arrive within a few seconds of P. 



Figure A164 (a) Short-period array-sum 8eismogram recorded at EKA from 
the 4 July 1982 Shogan River explosion. 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to eimulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.28. 

(C) Ssiemogram (a) ofter Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaselees-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) same as eeiemogrun (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.15. have been corrected for. 



Figure A165 (a) Short-period array-sum seiemogram recorded at GBA from 
the 4 July 1982 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to rirulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.2~. 

(C) Seislaogram (a) after Wiener filtering convertad to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same as seisPograP (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.15s have been corrected for. 



Figure A166 (a) Short-period array-sum seiacnogram recorded at EKA from 
the 31 August 1982 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.2s. 

(C) Seismogram (a) aftar Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same as seismopram (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* - 0.15s have been corrected for. 



Figure A167 (a) Short-period array-mum wimaogru recorded at YKA from 
the 31 August 1982 Shagan River mxploaion. 

(b) Seieaogram (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.2s. 

(c) Seie~ogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same as seierogtam (c) except that the affects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.15s have been corrected for. 



Figure A168 (a) short-period array-sw seismogram recorded at GBA from 
the 31 August 1982 Shagan River explosion. 

(b )  Seismogram (a) filtered t o  simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.28. 

(C) Seismogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same as seismogram ( G )  oxcapt that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* - 0.15s have been corrected for. 



Figure A169 (a) Short-period array-sum seismagram recorded at WRA from 
the 31 August 1982 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.2s. 

(C) Seismogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same as seismogram (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.15s have been corrected for. 

Note that PcP should arrive within a few seconds of P. 



Figure A170 (a) Short-period array-- meimwgram recorded at E M  from 
the 5 Dacomber 1982 Shagen River explosion. 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to mimulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.28. 

(C) Sei~mogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phameless-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Samle a8 8eismogr.m (c) except that the effect8 of path 
attmnuation of t* = 0.158 have been corrected for. 



Figure A171 (a) Short-period oeimogram that would be recorded at YKA 
from the 5 December 1982 Shagan River explosion: 
derived fram the velocity-broad-band seismogram (0). 

(b) Seiomogram (a) filtemd to oirulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.28. 

(C) Sei~mogram (a) after Wioner filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same as seiomogram (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* - 0.158 have been corracted for. 

(e) Velocity-broad-band seimnogram recorded at YKA. 



Figure A172 (a) Short-period array-sun aeiamogram recorded at WRA from 
the 5 December 1982 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.2s. 

(C) Seismogram (a) after Wiener filtaring converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band inrrtrument reaponme. 

(d) Same as seiamogran (c) acapt that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.15s have been corracted for. 

Note that Pc, ohould arriva within a few secondm of P. 



Figure A173 (a) Short-period array-sum saiomograa recorded at EKA from 
the 26 December 1982 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to simulate the,effects of an 
additional t* of 0.2s. 

(C) Seismogram (a) after Wienar filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

( d )  Same as salsmogram (c) axcept that the affecte of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.15s have been corrected for. 



Figulce A174 (a) short-period seismogram that would be recorded at YKA 
from the 26 December 1982 Shagan River explosion: 
derived from the velocity-broad-band seismogram (e). 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to simulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.2s. 

(C) Seismogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same as seismogram (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.15s have been corrected for. 

(e) Velocity-broad-band seismogram recorded at m. 



Figure A175 (a) Short-period array-sun seismogram recorded at GBA from 
the 26 December 1982 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seisnogram (a) filtered to mimulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.28. 

(C) Seismogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same as seismogram (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.15s have been corrected for. 



Figure A176 (a) Short-period array-sum seismogram recorded at WRA from 
the 26 December 1982 Shagan River explosion. 

(b) Seismogram (a) filtered to eimulate the effects of an 
additional t* of 0.28. 

(C) Seismogram (a) after Wiener filtering converted to a 
phaseless-broad-band instrument response. 

(d) Same as seismogram (c) except that the effects of path 
attenuation of t* = 0.15s have been corrected for. 

Note that PcP should arrive within a few eeconds of P. 



APPENDIX B 

MEASURED DATA 

This appendix contains tables of data used il) the preparation of 
this report, although not directly discussed in it. The tables are as 
follows: - 
Table B1 Amplitudes, periods, log(A/T)s measured from all the 

short-period seismograms, both original and attenuated. 
Estimates of %Tbc that were biased by an inflection are 
flagged (*). 

Table B2 Initial estimates of pulse duration, network values and 
station effects. Estimates that were later revised are 
flagged (*). 

Table B3 Initial estimates of log II,, network values and station 
effects. Estimates that were later revided are flagged (*) .  

Table B4 Reduced displacement potentials (m3) measured at each 
station and network values (equivalent to table 7). 

Table B5 Station magnitudes, network magnitudes hnd station effects 
using oa amplitude data. 

Table B6 Station magnitudes, network magnitudes and station effects 
using ab amplitude data. 

Table B7 Station magnitudes, network magnitudes and station effects 
using attenuated (t* = 0.2 S) peak-to-peak amplitude data. 

Table B8 Station magnitudes, network magnitudes Gtnd station effects 
using attenuated (t* = 0.2 S) oa amplitude data. 

Table B9 Station magnitudes, network magnitudes pnd station effects 
using attenuated (t* = 0.2 S) ab, amplitude data. 
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TABLE B1 (Contldl 

no date array 

17 25/12/75 
25/12/75 
25/12/75 GBA 
25/12/75 WRA 

l8 211 4/76 EKA 
211 4/76 YKI\ 
211 4/76 OBA 

19 91 6/76 m 
91 6/76 Y M  
91 6/76 

20 4/ 7/76 EKA 
21 281 8/76 

281 8/76 YKA 
281 8/76 GBA 

22 23/11/76 WO\ 
23/11/76 GBA 

23 7/12/76 
7/12/76 GBA 

24 291 5/77 EKA 
25 291 6/77 E M  

291 6/77 Y M  
291 6/77 GBA 
291 6/77 mA 

26 51 9/77 E M  
51 9/71 GnA 
51 9/77 rJHA 

27 29110177 E m  
29110177 GBA 
29/10/77 tJRA 

28 30/11/77 E M  
30/11/77 WnA 

29 111 6/78 WA 
111 6/78 YKA 
111 6/78 GBA 

ORIGINAL SEISRXVbW------------ 
uncorrected period 

mplitude(nm) (seconds) 
Aoa Aab Abc Tox 1/2Tbc 

AlllWUATED SEISWO(IIIM ( te*0.2)- 
uncorrected period 

amplitude(run) (seconds) 
Aoa Aab Abc Tox i/Zl%c 



TABLE B1 (Contld) 

date erray 

111 6/78 W A  
5/ 7/78 E M  
5/ 7/78 Y M  
51 7/78 
51 7/78 W 
29/ 8/78 E M  
291 8/78 YKA 
291 8/78 GBA 
291 8/78 
151 9/78 EKA 
151 9/78 W A  
151 9/78 W A  
4/11/78 EKA 
4/11/78 YKA 
4/11/78 GBA 
4/11/78 Wnn 
29/11/78 E M  
29/11/78 YKA 
29/11/78 W 
l/ 2/79 EKA 
11 2/79 Y M  
l/ 2/79 GBA 
231 6/79 EKA - 
231 6/79 W A  
71 7/79 EK.4 
71 7/79 YKA 
41 8/79 EKA 
4/ 8/79 Yw\ 
I+/ 8/79 CBA 
[I/ 8/79 WA 
181 8/79 EKA 
181 8/79 YKA 
18/ 8/79 GBA 

ORIGINAL SEISMOGRAH------------ 
uncorrected period 
ampli tude(nm) (seconds) 
Aoa Aeb Abc Tox 1/2Tbc 

AITENUATED SEISMOCRAN (t.10.2)- 
uncorrected period 
amplitude(nm) (seconds) 
Aoa Aab Abc Tox 1/2Tbc 



TABLE B1 (Contldl 

no date  array 

39 18/ 8/79 W 
40 28/10/79 EKA 

28/10/79 YKA 
28/10/79 UN\ 

41 2/12/79 EM 
2/12/79 lJnA 

42 23/12/79 EKA 
43 25/ 4/80 YKA 

25/ 4/80 W 
25/ 4/80 urv\ 

44 12/ 6/80 YKA 
12/ 6/80 GBA 
12/ 6/80 WN\ 

45 29/ 6/80 EKA 
29/ 6/80 YKI\ 
29/ 6/80 
29/ 6/80 W 

46 14/ 9/80 GBA 
47 12/10/80 EKA 

12/10/80 YKA 
12/10/80 CBA 
12/10/80 UN\ 

48 111/12/80 EKA 
14/12/80 YKA 
14/12/80 GDA 
ll1/12/80 WRA 

49 27/12/80 E M  
27/12/80 CBA 
27/12/80 URA 

50 29/ 3/81 E m  
291 3/81 
291 3/81 GBA 

51 22/ 4/81 EKA 
22/ 4/81 GBA 

ORIGINAL SEISHOCRAH------------ 
uncorrected period 

empli tude(rnn) (seconds ) 
Aoa Aab Abc Tor 1/2Tbc 

ATTENUATED SEISPKXXUn ( ta=0.2)- 
uncorrclc ted period 

m p l i  t u d e ( m )  (seconds) 
Aoa Aab Abc Tor 1/2Tbc 



TABLE B1 (Contld) 

da te  array 

22/ 4/81 m 
27/ 5/81 m 
27/ 5/81 YKA 
27/ 5/81 Gm 
27/ 5/81 
13/ 9/81 
13/ 9/81 m 
13/ 9/81 GBA 
131 9/81 m 
18/10/81 EKA 
18/10/81 Y M  
18/10/81 GBA 
18/10/81 WRA 
29/11/81 EUA 
29/11/81 YW\ 
29/11/81 GRA 
29/11/81 WRA 
27/12/81 YKA 
27/12/81 CBA 
25/ 4/82 GBA 
25/ 11/82 WIU\ 

4/ 7/82 EKA 
4/ 7/82 GUA 

31/ 8/82 E M  
3/ -8182- ~r t l t  
31/ 8/82 CSA 
31/ 8/82 WRA 
5/12/82 FXI\ 
5/12/82 YKA 
5/12/82 h7M 

26/12/82 EKA 
26/12/82 Y M  
26/12/82 GBA 
26/12/82 W1W 

ORIGINAL SEISFIOORAR------------ 
uncorrected period 

acnplitude(nm) (seconds) 
Aoa Aab Abc Tor 1/2Tbc 

ATTENUATED SEISMIGRM (t*=0.2)- 
uncorrected period 

amplitude(nm) (seconds) 
Aoa Aab Abc Tox 1/2Tbc 



Initial Estimates of Pulse Duration, Network Values and Station Effects 
Estimates that were later revised are flagged ( * )  

no. date EKA YKA GBA WRA network mean 95% c.1. 

station effect 0.11 -0.07 0.00 0.04 
95% c.1. 0.02 0.02 3.02 0.03 



TABLE B3 

Initial Estimates of Loq II,, Network Values and dtation Effects 
Estimates that were later revised are fladged ( * )  

no. date 

station effect 
95% c.1. 

EKA 

3.98* 
3.40 
4.13 
3.00 
3.62* 
4.43 
4.43 

4.08* 

3.93 
3.26* 
3.03 
3.64 
2.43* 
3.61 
3.87 
2.98 
2.90 
3.94 
3.74 
4.06* 
3.95 
3.85 
3.14* 
4.11 
3.83 
4.05 
3.97 
3.97 
4.08 
4.01 
3.75 
4.21 
3.37 
3.92 
3.62 
3.92 
3.94 
3.76 
3.64 
3.97 

3.77 

4.01 
4.15 
3.97* 
3.37 
4.14 
3.50 
4.31 
4.21 
3.69 

4.29 
2.96 
4.05 
3.72* 

0.06 
0.04 

netw rk mean i 



TABLE B4 

Reduced Displacement ~otentials (m3 ) Measured at Each Station 
and Network Values (Equivalent to Table 7) 

no. date EKA YKA WRA network mean 



TABLE B5 

Station Masnitudes, Network Masnitudes and ~tadion Effects 
Usins oa Amplitude Data 

no. date EKA network m an f 

station effect 
95% c .1 .  





TABLE B7 

Station Maqnitudes, Network Maqnitudes and ~tadion Effects 
Usinq Attenuated (t* = 0.2 S )  Peak-to-Peak Ampbitude Data 

no. date EKA YKA GBA WRA networkmean 9 5 % c . l .  

s ta t ion  e f f e c t  0.04 0 .22 -0.26 0 .00 
95% c . 1 .  0.04 0.04 0 .04 0 .05 



TABLE B8 

Station Maqnitudes, Network Maqnitudes and Station Effects 
'Jsinq Attenuated It* = 0.2 S) oa Amplitude Data 

no. date EKA YKA GB A WRA network mean 95% c.1. 

station effect 0.02 0.25 -0.32 0.06 
95% c.1. 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 



TABLE B9 

Station Maqnitudes , Network Maqnitudes and Station Effects 
Usinq Attenuated (t* = 0.2 S )  ab Amplitude Data 

no. date EKA YKA GB A WHA network mean 95% c.1. 

station effect 0.00 0.23 -0.28 0.05 
959 c.1. 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 



APPENDIX C 

The Earthquake of 20 March 1976 

On 20 March 1976, a seismic disturbance occurred near the 
Semipalatinsk test sites. On the mb:Ms criterion, this disturbance is 
identified as an earthquake. Pooley et a1 (26) show that the polarities 
and relative amplitudes of the main arrivals seen on a collection of 
short-period P-wave seismograms can be accounted for by assuming the 
source was an earthquake at a depth of about 20 km with a fault-plane 
solution that has one nodal plane nearly coincident with the strike of the 
nearby Chingiz fault. There is no evidence that the disturbance was 

V anything other than an earthquake. Since it occurred close to the test 
sites the seismograms recorded at the four arrays from the 20 March 1976 
earthquake are included here, processed in the same way as the explosions 
discussed in this report. 

Table C1 gives the epicentral details of the earthquake given by 
Pooley et a1 (26). The SP array-sum seismograms recorded at EKA, YKA, GBA 
and WRA are shown in figure Cl. Figure C2 shows these seismograms 
converted to a phaseless-broad-band instrument response and Wiener 
filtered. The deconvolved seismograms are shown in figure C3, ie, 
processed as for those in figure C2, but also filtered to correct for a 
path attenuation of t* = 0.15 S, 



TABLE C1 

Epicentral Details for the Seismic Disturbance of 20 ,March 1976, 
East Kazakhstan (NEIC PDE Data, M, from Sandvin and Tjstheim ( 2 7 ) )  

Location : 

Origin time: 

Depth: 

Body-wave magnitude, mb: 

Surface-wave magnitude, MS: 

50.05'~, 77.34'~ 

04:03:39.3 UTC 

0.0 km (restrained) 

5.1 

4.0 



FIGURE Cl. SHORT-PERIOD ARRAY-SUM SEISMOGRAMS FROM THE 20 MARCH 1976 
E KAZAKH SEISMIC DISTURBANCE RECORDED AT (a )  EKA, (b) YKA, 
(C) GBA AND ( d )  WRA 



1 
BAND INSTRUMENT RESPONSE AND FILTERED USING A WIENER FILTER 



FIGURE C3. AS IN FIGURE C2, EXCEPT THAT A FILTER HAS BEEN APPLIED THAT 
CORRECTS FOR A PATH ATTENUATION OF t* = 0.15s 
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From each recording of an explosion, measurements are made of the body-wave 
magnitude, the P-pulse rise time, the P-pulse duration and the P-pulse area. 
From the pulse area an estimate is made of the long-term level of the reduced 
displacement potential, $-, which should be directly related to the yield of the 
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of network values and station effects. Estinates are given of the time between 
the direct P arriyal and the free-surface reflection pp, although identification 
of the latter is not always straightforward. 

Rise times measured on the BB seismograms corrected for attenuation are estimates 
of the rise time of the source function. Using the estimates of$-as a measure 
of yield, the rise times of Shagan River explosions are roughly proportional to 
the fourteenth root of the yield. The pulse durations show a similar scaling with 
yield, but also depend on in which of the two regions of the test site the 
explosion was fired (the test site being readily divided into two parts on 
variations in the observed waveforms). The measured pp-P times also seem to depend 
on the region of firing, suggesting a possible difference in depth or overburden 
wave-speed between explosions in the two parts of the test site. 

The seismograms from one of the disturbances are unusual and can be explained as 
resulting from two explosions separated by about 5% km and detonated simultaneously. 

There is one earthquake recorded at teleseismic distances known to have occurred 
close to the test site. The array recordings of this, processed in the same manner 
as the explosions, are presented to provide a comparison with the explosion 
recordings. 
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